
STAND UP PADDLING
One of the fastest growing segments of 
paddlesports, every day more and more people 
around the world are hopping on stand up boards 
and heading out to enjoy the water. From fitness 
to family fun, from surfing waves to racing long 
distance, stand up has a broad appeal for anyone 
with access to lakes, rivers, or oceans.
SUP involves standing on a large, wide board 
and paddling with a long, one-bladed paddle to 
propel oneself forward and turn the board when 
necessary. SUP offers enthusiasts an excellent 
core workout and the sport has grown in popularity 
among fitness fans with access to safe waters.
Some surfers have converted to SUP because of its 
versatility. Stand up paddle boarding offers surfers 
the ability to catch more waves in a set, as well as 
have a better view of incoming sets. Original stand 
up boards were made like a surfboard, with epoxy 
resin and fiberglass around foam core. However, 
many companies are coming out with rotomolded 
plastic and inflatable boards to offer more durable 
options.
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STAND UP PADDLING
CRUISER BOARDS
INFLATABLE SUPS ALLOW FOR GREAT EASE OF TRANSPORT AND SOLID DURABILITY ON RIVERS, LAKES AND 
OCEANS. WHILE SLIGHTLY LESS RIGIDITY MAY COMPROMISE ULTRA HIGH END FUNCTION, ADVANCES IN 
CONSTRUCTION MEAN PERFORMANCE OF INFLATABLES IS CONSTANTLY ON THE RISE. PERFECT FOR ANYONE 
WHO WANTS TO TAKE THEIR BOARD WHEREVER THEY GO!

NRS - ThrIve SUP
The Thrive series disproves the theory that no single board can do several 
things well. It’s the perfect all-around shape for paddlers looking to mix it up 
with touring, fitness paddling and light river running. Inflates up to a rock-hard 
20 psi for performance that rivals a hard board, then folds up compactly when 
deflated for easy transport and storage. Removable, interchangeable fins let 
you customize your setup and the ABS plastic fins absorb impacts without 
breaking. All NRS SUP boards are backed by a three-year warranty. 

length: 10’8 – width: 34’’ - volume: 340 ltr - weight: 29 lbs – thickness: 6’’ 
paddler weight range: < 250 lbs  - level: entry level material: pvc drop-stitch

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

FOR

99 NOVE NOVE - ISUP 11’ eXPLOrer
Incorporating many of the same technical design aspects from the rest of 
the NoveNove ISUP collection line, the Explorer makes overall stand up 
paddling easy, fun, and portable. Ideal for families or travelers on the go ready 
to explore new beaches and touring along the coasts, the Explorer can also 
be taken fishing and on sporting adventrues thanks to its wide shape and 
multiple stainless steel D-rings in the nose and tail area so you can attach bags, 
coolers and tackle boxes. The Explorer is produced with the latest innovative 
single layer NoveNove EnduroTech technology for superior stiffness without 
adding weight. Includes a high pressure spring valve for quick and easy inflation 
and deflation, large EVA diamond grooved foot pad for grip and comfort, high 
pressure pump w/ gauge, repair kit and a large, comfortable heavy duty 
backpack with extra room for gear storage. 

length: 11’’ – width: 35’’ - volume: 190 ltr - weight: 12.9 lbs – thickness: 6’’ level: 
entry level 

HTTP://WWW.i-99.iT

FOR

HANGzHOU KUDO OUTDOORS INC.  
Why NOT INfLATAbLe SUP
The Why Not Inflatable SUP is designed and crafted for the outdoor enthusiast 
who wants to enjoy the scenery. Travel to amazing places and experience 
authentic on water joy.  At 13 kg the Why Not SUP is an ultra light way to enjoy 
the water, easy to take wherever you want to go. When not paddling, simply 
deflate the Why Not and carry it on your back. 

length: 305 cm - width: 76 cm - height: 15 cm - weight: 13 kg –  paddler weight 
range: 40 kg-110 kg -  max capacity: 120 kg level: entry level material: drop 
stitch

HTTP://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

FOR

BODY GLOVE - PerfOrMer 11
The Performer 11 inflatable SUP is designed for adventure, family, fitness, 
and travel. The lightweight design is 34 inches wide offering an extra stable 
platform, making paddling with kids and even paddleboard yoga easy. The 
Performer 11 features a patented multi-purpose handle, the only inflatable 
SUP offering the ability to easily and securely attach your paddle or water 
bottle. While it is stable by width it is also sleek by design, which makes for 
an easy board to cruise the inter-coastal waterways and circumnavigate your 
local lakes and rivers. The three no-fuss, fixed in fins offer incredible tracking 
for more efficient paddling. Comes with paddle.

length: 11 - width: 34“- weight: 24 lbs - paddler weight range: < 320 lbs – level: 
performance material: heavy duty poly vinyl fabric 

HTTP://WWW.BODYGLOVE.COM

FOR

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM
HTTP://WWW.i-99.IT
HTTP://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM
http://WWW.BODYGLOVE.COM
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BS MARINE - D7 10’6 UNIverSAL +
Made form HYTEX material, the D7 10’6» Universal+ is the lightest board in 
this size range, easy to carry yet very durable. A flat deck curve gives the rider 
confidence when paddling and the stability needed to cross the breaking waves. 
Designed to float and glide easily on flat water, and it has just the right amount 
of curve in the classic shape so it rides smoothly and predictably in surf, no 
matter what kind of rider you are. 

length: 10’6’’ width: 32’’ thickness: 6’’ volume: 300 ltrs weight: 8.5 level: high 
end material: hytex drop stitch

HTTP://WWW.BSMARiNE.NET

FOR

PELICAN SPORT - ANTIGUA 106
Pump and go with the new Pelican Antigua inflatable SUP. This ultra-light board 
has a remarkable vibrant color arrangement. The Antigua features an anti-slip 
cushioned deck pad, elastic bungee cord for storage, two arrying handles and 
a removable 10’’ fin. It comes with a SUP bag, pump and leash.

length: 10’6 | 320 cm – width: 81 cm - thickness: 6’’ | 15 cm weight: 27 kgs mate-
rial: pvc dropstitch with polyester yarns –level: performance – max.: cap: 250 
lbs

HTTP://WWW.PELiCANSPORT.COM

FOR

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA rIvAL STrAIGhT UP
All-Around Fun and Lightweight for Travel. The Rival Straight Up was made 
to give you the best bang for your buck. For those new to SUP, Outfitters, 
and those who want a true all-around board that rivals the Hala Straight Up in 
performance but in a more affordable price range. Simple, durable components 
combined with fusion drop stitch mean you have a complete inflatable SUP 
package (including paddle) with performance and durability that rivals the 
boards Hala has made for years. The lightweight board design and travel-
tough rolling backpack makes traveling a breeze. 

length: 10’ – width: 33’’ - volume: 307 ltr - weight: 24 lbs – thickness: 6’’ paddler 
weight range: < 275 lbs  level: entry level material: fusion drop stitch

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

FOR

WILD SUP - bee 10’6
The Bee 10’6 is a great universal board if you don’t know what you want, or if 
you will be using your SUP in a variety of water environments. The Bee has a 
different and fun design, but the best thing about it is price. For only 399€ you 
can get a high quality sup with everything, even the paddle. You’ll be buzzing 
to get out on the water! Comes with SUP, adjustable paddle, bag, pump, leash, 
and repair kit. 

length: 10’6 | 320 cm – width: 82 cm - thickness: 6’’ | 15 cm weight: 11 kgs mate-
rial: pvc dropstitch

HTTP://WWW.WiLDSUP.COM

FOR

QUATRO SUP - GLIDe AIr 10’
The Glide Air is a wonderful all-around Sup board that follows you wherever 
you carry it inside its compact backpack. It’s simple and fun to paddle and to 
travel with. With all our knowledge put into this board, you can just lean back 
and focus on having fun. Or stand up, whichever you prefer. Once on the water 
it’s super stable and agile, coming in two sizes to suit almost every need and 
preference. The Glide features a very quality construction and inflates to a very 
firm board that delivers a feeling and flex like you would expect from a regular 
Sup board. Available in blue and green. 

length: 10’  - width: 33“ - thickness : 6“ -  volume: 265 ltrs - weight: 10.8 kg - 
paddler weight range: < 100 kg level: entry level 

HTTP://WWW.QUATROSUP.COM

FOR

http://WWW.BSMARINE.NET
HTTP://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
HTTP://WWW.WILDSUP.COM
HTTP://WWW.QUATROSUP.COM
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TRIPSTIX - ALLrOUND 
This is the world‘s first board truly deserving the name “Allround”. The perfect 
choice wherever you want to go, it works in any type of condition: in waves, on 
rivers and lakes. The sharp tail gives you perfect control in hard turns and the 
fine rails forward provide sensitivity when setting up for your next maneuver. 
The Allround has a very efficient rocker line, single or thruster fin setup, 
and extra stiffness for pure performance thanks to Tripstix’s multi chamber 
technology VacuuAir technology. The multiple high-pressure chambers define 
the shape of the surfboard. The vacuum chambers are filled with granule. 
Once a vacuum is applied, the chambers act as multiple stringers throughout 
the entire surfboard providing extra stiffness, like coffee in a vacuum pack! 
With Tripstix, you don’t have to compromise between inflatable toys and real 
surfboards. 

 length: 10’0 - width: 31’’ thickness: 4 11/16’’ volume: 178 ltr - weight: 11 kg - 
paddler weight range: 0-90 kg - level: performance material: tarpaulin

HTTP://WWW.TRiPSTiX.DE

FOR

SPREETz - ANGeL
The Angel is our all-around Stand Up Paddleboard. At 10’6, it is perfect 
for people who want to ride smoothly in flat water or surf small waves. It is 
based on latest “fuse layer” technology. Steady, with a high handiness and an 
excellent gliding feel, it is the perfect choice for every kind of riders. Thanks to 
its width, this board is also perfect for a yoga session. Designed in Switzerland 
and inspired by the LP covers and design of late 60’s. Sold with: leash, bravo 
pump double action, wheelie bag pack, collapsible paddle 3 pcs (fibber glass 
and carbon), repair kit and mobile app. 

length: 10’6 | 320 cm - width: 34“ | 86 cm – thickness: 6“ | 15 cm volume: 330 
ltr - weight: 100 kg - max. cap.: 100 kg - level: high end material: fused layers 
dropstitch, pvc

HTTP://WWW.SPREETZ.NET

FOR

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA hOSS
This is the highest-performing all-around inflatable SUP ever made. Updated 
outline and rocker make the Hoss glide better than ever. You are rigged for 
adventure with supreme stability in a very responsive package. WHO WILL 
LOVE THIS: Everyone! Including DO-IT-ALL adventure-bound families looking 
for ultimate versatility no matter the water or paddling experience. 

length: 11’ – width: 34’’ - volume: 348 ltr - weight: 32 lbs – thickness: 6’’ paddler 
weight range: < 350 lbs  level: high end material: glass hybrid inflatable

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

FOR

LOKAHI - We AIr
Stand Up Paddling is now accessible to all with the WE (Water Explorer) 
Collection! Our new molded drop stitch construction with additional  PVC 
Stringer reduces the weight of the WE AIR to only 22 lbs (10kgs). The WE Air 
features a very wide tail and volume on the rails for more stability and easy 
feeling turns. 

length: 10’6 - width: 33.5“ – thickness: 5“ volume: 245 ltr - weight: 10 kg - 
paddler weight range: 50 - 100 kg - level: entry level material: single skin and 
pvc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.LOKAHiBOARDS.COM

FOR

BS MARINE - GLADIATOr GU 10’6
The GU10’6» is a great all around performance SUP from Gladiator. It is stable, 
increases its speed quickly and keeps on cruising. Very durable and easy to 
carry, designed to float and glide easily on flat water, it has just the right amount 
of curve in the classic shape to ride smoothly and predictably in surf, no matter 
what kind of rider you are. 

length: 10’6’’ width: 32’’ thickness: 4.72’’ volume: 240 ltrs weight: 14.2 level: 
performance 

HTTP://WWW.BSMARiNE.NET

FOR

http://WWW.TRIPSTIX.DE
http://WWW.SPREETZ.NET
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
http://WWW.LOKAHIBOARDS.COM
http://WWW.BSMARINE.NET
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QUATRO SUP - GLIDe AIr 11’
The Glide Air is a wonderful all-around Sup board that follows you wherever 
you carry it inside its compact backpack. It’s simple and fun to paddle and to 
travel with. With all our knowledge put into this board, you can just lean back 
and focus on having fun. Or stand up, whichever you prefer. Once on the water 
it’s super stable and agile, coming in two sizes to suit almost every need and 
preference. The Glide features a very quality construction and inflates to a very 
firm board that delivers a feeling and flex like you would expect from a regular 
Sup board. The Glide Air comes in 6” thickness. Available in blue and green. 

length: 11’ - width: 34“  - thickness : 6“ - volume: 310 ltrs - weight: 11.4 kg - 
paddler weight range: < 120 kg level: entry level 

HTTP://WWW.QUATROSUP.COM

FOR

LOKAHI - We AIr 10’
Stand Up Paddling is now accessible to all with the WE (Water Explorer) 
Collection! Our new molded drop stitch construction with additional  PVC 
Stringer reduces the weight of the WE AIR to under 22 lbs (10kgs). The WE 
Air features a very wide tail and volume on the rails for more stability and easy 
feeling turns. 

length: 10’ - width: 33.“ – thickness: 5“ volume: 218 ltr - weight: 9.8 kg - paddler 
weight range: 50 - 90 kg - level: entry level material: single skin and pvc 
stringer 

HTTP://WWW.LOKAHiBOARDS.COM

FOR

LEVEL SIX - ISUP TeN SIX
An inflatable SUP that’s fun for paddling inland lakes, mellow flat water and for 
fitness and SUP yoga. Unlike most boards that are adapted from designs meant 
for ocean waves, Level Six offers lake-specific boards with great stability and 
excellent overall performance to beginner to advanced paddlers.

length: 10’6 - width: 32“- weight: 24.5 lbs - paddler weight range: < 270 lbs - 
level: high end material: drop needle inflatable 

HTTP://WWW.LEVELSiX.COM

LEVEL SIX - ISUP eLeveN SIX
An inflatable SUP that is shaped for increased forward speed but still stable 
enough to be used for general paddling. The slightly more aggressive nose 
design allows the board to cut thru small waves while paddling.

length: 11’6 - width: 32“- weight: 25.5 lbs - paddler weight range: < 300 lbs - 
level: high end material: drop needle inflatable 

HTTP://WWW.LEVELSiX.COM

AQUADESIGN - LeeSy SUP
Performance and elegance in the same board: challenge accepted by the 
Leesy. Thanks to its slender design, the Leesy board is able to open doors to 
the pleasure of gliding. The Leesy is your ideal partner for a trip or a relaxing 
yoga session on a lake or the sea, and will surprise you in more challenging 
conditions. Features: PVC dropstitch 1100 DTEX - Max. pressure 18 PSI (1,03 
Bar), dropstitch 4’’ (10 cm), anti-slip EVA foam, handle, inflation and deflation 
valve, 3 ns (2+1 removable), «D» ring for the leash. All LEESY SUPs are 
delivered with a SUP hand pump with nanometer, a PVC repair kit and a 
carrybag. 

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESiGN.EU 

HTTP://WWW.QUATROSUP.COM
http://WWW.LOKAHIBOARDS.COM
http://WWW.LEVELSIX.COM
http://WWW.LEVELSIX.COM
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
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RTM - SUP 12’
A versatile inflatable SUP, stable for new paddlers who want discover what 
SUP has to offer. Perfect for river touring or yoga.

length: 12’ | 3.65 m – width: 33“ | 83.8 cm - thickness: 6’’ | 15 cm weight: 33 lbs | 
27 kgs material: PVc droPstitch –leVel: Performance – max.: caP: 264 lbs | 120 
kg

HTTP://WWW.RTMKAYAKS.COM

STARBOARD - 11’2 x 30 BLEND DELUxE
The ultimate transportable flatwater-to-wave crossover with a wide tail for 
increased stability, straight outline and pulled in nose for riders up to 95kg. 
The Deluxe technology is ultra light and extra stiff thanks to carbon reinforced 
rails. Added Features: Neoprene paddle holder and carry strap on the tail and 
center board carry handle.  Integrated towing D-ring on bottom of the nose and 
leash ring on the deck at the tail. 3mm square groove EVA deck pad with croc 
skin texture. FCS II SUP Touring 9” fin. Magic Suit Case and Double Action 
pump included.

length: 11’2 | 340.36 cm – width: 32“ | 81.3 cm - thickness: 4.75-6’’ | 12-15 cm - 
weight: 28.6 lbs | 13 kg -Volume: 261-330 l - leVel: high end - Paddler weight 
range: 100-210 lbs | 45-95 kg

HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM 

FANATIC - FLy Air PrEmiUm 10’4
The Fly Air is the ultimate toy that everyone can enjoy. Easy to carry, 
straightforward to setup, strong, stiff and durable, our neatly packed Fly Air’s 
inflate into four finely tuned shapes for flatwater fun and small surf action. 
Comes in four sizes: 9’0”, 9’8”, 10’4” and the super floaty 10’8”. Additional 
side fins supply extra grip in little waves. We offer the Fly Air Premium in 
our Premium construction with Double Layer Light technology and additional 
third layer rail-bands. There is even a mastfoot insert for windsurfing potential. 
Delivered in our Wheely Backpack combo with easy entry zipper for effortless 
packing and transportation including the new Fanatic Power Pump HP2.

length: 315 cm - width: 83,3 cm - Volume: 284 ltr - weight: 10,3 kg – thickness: 
14 cm Paddler weight range: < 105 kg - max. caP.: 105 kg - leVel: entry leVel  
material: double layer light

HTTP://WWW.FANATIC.COM

RED PADDLE CO - 10’6 riDE
The world’s most popular inflatable SUP! Its popularity is down to its versatility. 
It’s designed to float and glide easily on flat water, and it has just the right 
amount of curve in the plan shape so it rides smoothly and predictably in surf, 
no matter what kind of rider you are. And it’s 120mm/4.7” thick, which increases 
stiffness while not affecting ride and performance. MSL fusion composite and 
airtight coating are new for 2016.  MSL involves fusing a second layer of hard-
wearing polymer to the dropstitch core at the raw material stage, removing 
hand gluing errors. The high-tech industrial process also saves almost 2kg in 
weight and makes the boards stiffer at lower pressures.

length: 10’6 - width: 32“ | 812 mm – thickness: 4.7“ | 120 mm Volume: 240 ltr - 
weight: 10 kg - Paddler weight range: >100 kgs | 220 lbs - leVel: entry leVel 
material: single skin and PVc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.REDPADDLECO.COM

SUP I  BOARD I INFLATABLE

http://WWW.REDPADDLECO.COM
HTTP://WWW.FANATIC.COM
HTTP://WWW.RTMKAYAKS.COM
HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM
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http://aquadesign.eu/wordpress/stand-up-paddle-board/
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STAND UP PADDLING
DISTANCE BOARDS
INFLATABLE SUPS ALLOW FOR GREAT EASE OF TRANSPORT AND SOLID DURABILITY ON RIVERS, LAKES AND 
OCEANS. WHILE SLIGHTLY LESS RIGIDITY MAY COMPROMISE ULTRA HIGH END FUNCTION, ADVANCES IN 
CONSTRUCTION MEAN PERFORMANCE OF INFLATABLES IS CONSTANTLY ON THE RISE. PERFECT FOR ANYONE 
WHO WANTS TO TAKE THEIR BOARD WHEREVER THEY GO!

FANATIC - DIAMOND AIr TOUrING 11’6
The Diamond Air Touring is our ladies SUP for those wanting to go on longer 
adventures and explore. With sweet style and ease of use, this quality gem 
delivers effortless glide, comfort and lightweight handling. The Diamond Air 
Touring offers all the effortless glide and touring you’d expect from our Ray Air, 
now in our stylish Diamond design. Simply inflate with the new Fanatic Power 
Pump HP2, or deflate and store in the practical Wheely Backpack after your 
session. As a Diamond is forever, we’ve built the Diamond Air Touring to last 
using our strong but lightweight Stringer Technology, with additional stylish 
coloured rail reinforcement.

length: 350,5 cm - width: 78,8 cm - volume: 299 ltr - weight: 9,4 kg – thickness: 
15 cm paddler weight range: < 90 kg - max. cap.: 90 kg price: $1,099 - level: 
entry level  material: pvc stringer

HTTP://WWW.FANATiC.COM

FOR

LOKAHI - PrO AIr
Stand Up Paddle Touring is now accessible to all with the PRO AIR. Our new 
molded drop stitch construction with additional  PVC Stringer reduces the 
weight of the PRO AIR to only 22 lbs (10kgs).

length: 12’6“ - width: 30“ – thickness: 5“ volume: 310 ltr - weight: 10 kg - 
paddler weight range: 50 - 100 kg - level: high end material: fusion technology

HTTP://WWW.LOKAHiBOARDS.COM

FOR

AQUADESIGN - bI-DrOP SUP
Cross the line of the challenge with the new BI DROP! Able to overcome 
the 240 division, this board opens new horizons to the practice of SUP. 
Designed as a 12’6 racer with a streamlined and dynamic shape, it offers the 
necessary security for the practice of SUP on the high seas while optimizing 
gliding performance. Equipped with two separate compartments, its unique 
construction optimizes the inertia of the board and reduces its weight. Features: 
PVC dropstitch 1100 DTEX - max. pressure 18 PSI (1,03 Bar), dropstitch 6’’ 
(10 cm), anti-slip EVA foam, handle, inflation and deflation valve, 1 removable 
«D» ring for the leash, elastic cord to attach bagage. All BI-DROP SUPs 
are delivered with a SUP hand pump with nanometer, a PVC repair kit and 
carrybag. 

length: 12’6 | 381 cm- width: 29“ | 74 cm- thickness : 6“ | 15 cm - paddler weight 
range: 30-150 kg  level: performance - material: pvc

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESiGN.EU

FOR

STARBOARD - 11’6»X30»INfLTAbLe TOUrING ZeN 
The shorter length is easier to maneuver and is more manageable for lighter 
riders up to 90 kg while still maximizing glide and stability. The Inflatable Touring 
boards are designed to carry supplies and accessories for all adventures and 
come equipped with bungee tie-downs, multiple FCS insert for mounting a 
GoPro Camera and paddle holder on the tail. Starboard Zen technology is ultra 
light and extra stiff thanks to carbon reinforced rails. On the water you will sense 
the acceleration and fun feel of a light hull, actually up to 2 kg ligher than our 
2016 editions. Added Features: Neoprene paddle holder and carry strap on 
the tail and center board carry handle.  Integrated towing D-ring on bottom of 
the nose and leash ring on the deck at the tail. 2 mm EVA deck pad with croc 
skin texture. Zen Bag and Double Action pump included.

- length: 11’6 | 353.5 cm - width: 30” | 76.2 cm - thickness: 6” | 15 cm - volume: 299 
l -weight: 23 lbs | 10.5 kgs - paddler weight range: 65-185 lbs | 30-85 kg -level: 
high end

HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM

FOR

HTTP://WWW.FANATIC.COM
HTTP://WWW.LOKAHIBOARDS.COM
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM
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MISTRAL - SPIrIT
The new Inflatable Touring Raceboards from Mistral are slim and fast. Without 
compromise, these SUPs have been adapted to the requirements for more 
speed and running stability. Each paddle stroke is implemented as pure 
efficiency. The new Spirit 12’6 is extremely tilt-resistant at an enormous speed 
potential with a width of 30cm (76cm). This board combines sportiness and 
speed, with very good touring all-round characteristics. The classic Mistral 
colors with a retro touch make these boards a feast for the eyes ensuring style 
as well as performance. 

length: 12’6 - width: 30“- thickness: 6“ –weight: 10.2 kg- paddler weight range: 
< 110 kgs - level: performance

HTTP://WWW.SPORTViBRATiONS.COM

QUATRO SUP - rOAM AIr
Go explore, go venture, go Sup. The Roam Air is an inflatable Sup touring 
board without compromise. Straight, fast, inspiring. It’s a single fin board with 
reduced drag and narrow outline for long trips without fatigue. The Roam Air 
features a generous deck pad that offers reassuring grip throughout long 
voyages and sports a loop in the nose for towing as well as strap setup to tie 
down a small bag or a pair of flip flops. The Roam comes with a tailored US box 
fin, but can just as well hold your favorite MFC or FCS sword. Performance is 
paramount to us, that’s why the Roam Air comes in 6” thickness, resulting in a 
very quality construction and thus a very firm inflatable Sup.

length: 12’6 –width: 30“ - thickness : 6“ - volume: 285 ltrs - weight: 12.9 kg 
–paddler weight range: < 100 kg  level: entry level –colours: green/white, 
yellow/ white

HTTP://WWW.QUATROSUP.COM

FOR

FOR

WILD SUP - hOWLING WOLf
If it’s not your first time on a SUP, or if you are looking for speed and dynamic 
performance but you don’t want a race board, than the Howling Wolf is just for 
you. Inflatable up to 27psi means you don’t have to worry about bumps and 
dings, but don’t have to compromise on stiffness and stability. Comes with SUP, 
wheeled bag, pump, leash, and repair kit.  

length: 12’6 | 374 cm – width: 70 cm - thickness: 12 cm weight: 13 kgs material: 
pvc dropstitch

HTTP://WWW.WiLDSUP.COM

FOR

ROBERTO RICCI DESIGNS - AIr rACe v3
Can you imagine being able to go as fast on an inflatable board as you can on 
a full carbon board? This is what the AIRACE shapes do. Stable, practical and 
furiously fast! The special narrow nose and straight outline design, a 6” profile 
thickness and a super flat scoop rocker line makes the perfect recipe for a great 
competitive board to be used for flatwater races and pleasure fast rides. Now 
available in 6 different sizes! Built with a new “ Sandwich Dyneema Belt “ that 
wraps the whole contour of the board on the deck and bottom as a stringer, 
the board becomes about 30% stiffer than any conventional inflatable board. 

length: 12’6 | 14’ - width: 26” | 28” - thickness: 6” –volume: 140 l -weight: 10 kgs 
material: pvc -level: high end

HTTP://WWW.ROBERTORiCCiDESiGNS.COM

FOR

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA NASS-T 14’
Ride our fastest board shape that is 300% more rigid with Inflatable Carbon™. 
Those looking for the highest performance race and expedition board where 
speed and glide matter as much as ease of travel and durability will love the 
Nass-T. You’ll be asking if this is really an inflatable! Effortlessly gliding on 
water, you fly by your competition or speed your way to the middle of nowhere. 
Either way, you’re Hala Nass! 

length: 14’ - width: 26’’ – thickness: 6’’-volume: 352 ltrs -weight: 30 lbs  max. 
cap.: 350 lbs - level: high end material: carbon hybrid inflatable™ 

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

FOR

HTTP://WWW.SPORTVIBRATIONS.COM
HTTP://WWW.QUATROSUP.COM
HTTP://WWW.WILDSUP.COM
HTTP://WWW.ROBERTORICCIDESIGNS.COM
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
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NINETYSIXTY - 9T6T TOUrING 11’6
At only 10.9 kg the Touring is extremely light while still very stiff and sturdy. 
Length matters! Due to its slightly reduced width and length, the board has 
extraordinary tracking stability so you switch paddle sides less often. This board 
is perfect for ambitious paddlers doing long distances. Nevertheless, athletic 
beginners get along fine with this board. The extremely tight-knit Dropstitch 
makes the board very stiff at a pressure of 1 bar (15psi). On lakes the board 
is already stiff enough with only 0,75 bar. Due to the ample volume and the 
resultant freeboard, you’ll ride high and dry even with two paddlers or one 
heavy dude. 

length: 11’6 | 350 cm- width: 31.5“ | 80 cm- thickness : 6“ | 15 cm - volume: 325 
ltrs - weight: 24 lbs | 10.9 kg –paddler weight range: 30-150 kg  level: perfor-
mance - material: pvc

HTTP://WWW.LONGBOARDSHOP.EU

FOR

NINETYSIXTY - 9T6T TOUrING 12’6
The “Touring” 12’6““ is extremely light while still very stiff and sturdy. Length 
matters! Due to its slightly reduced width and long length, this board has 
extraordinary tracking stability. Thus you have to switch paddle sides less often. 
The Touring 12’6 is perfect for ambitious paddlers doing long paddle distances 
or athletic beginners. The extremely tight-knit Dropstitch makes the board very 
stiff at a pressure of 1 bar (15psi) On lakes the board is already stiff enough 
with only 0,75 bar. Due to the ample volume and the resultant freeboard, you’ll 
ride high and dry even with two paddlers or one heavy dude. 

length: 12’6 | 381 cm- width: 29“ | 74 cm- thickness : 6“ | 15 cm - paddler weight 
range: 30-150 kg  level: performance - material: pvc

HTTP://WWW.LONGBOARDSHOP.EU

FOR

NAISH - ONe 12’6
The ONE 12’6” is hands down, the best-selling inflatable SUP around the world 
for all-around cruising, long distance touring and N1SCO one design racing. It 
features a sleek race outline, 30 inches of width and 6 inches of thickness for 
incredible rigidity, stability and speed. It also has an integrated number guide on 
the deck pad for referencing proper stance position. Now with New Construction 
for 2017: 1st Layer Premium Drop Stitch Deck & Bottom for enhanced durability 
and increased scratch resistance and shape control.  

length: 12’6 | 381 cm- width: 30 “ | 76.2 cm- thickness : 6“ | 15 cm –volume: 23.8 
lbs | 10.8 kg –weight: 23.8 kg | 10.8 kg  paddler weight range: 230 lbs | 104 kg  
level: performance - material: drop stitch

HTTP://WWW.NAiSHSURFiNG.COM

FOR

SPREETz - frANKy
Franky, our touring board developed with the latest fused layers technology, is 
the perfect choice for the riders who want to step up in performance and explore 
the world. From soft ride to active ride looking for performance, Its technology, 
shape and excellent stiffness in water give Franky the best assets to be an 
uncategorized SUP mixing comfort & performance. Designed in Switzerland 
and inspired by the burlesque horror movies of the 70’s, with Franky you won’t 
forget to stand up! 

length: 11’ | 335 cm - width: 32“ | 81 cm – thickness: 6“ | 15 cm volume: 290 
ltr - weight: 10 kg - max. cap.: 100 kg - level: high end material: fused layers 
dropstitch, pvc

HTTP://WWW.SPREETZ.NET

FOR

MISTRAL - TreKKer 12’6
With the Trekker, Mistral introduces Inflatable Boards with a 2-chamber safety 
system for the first time. In addition to the actual mainboard, the new board-in-
board concept includes a second air chamber below the stand which provides 
sufficient lift to remain absolutely secure on the water surface. With the new 2 
chamber design the stand area is stiffened by a total of 6 longitudinal edges, 
thus providing a very pleasant stand as well as unique stability even for very 
heavy people. This special safety feature is a real plus during extreme outdoor 
tours through rivers and waves. 

length: 12’6 - width: 33“- thickness: 6“ – volume: 393 l weight: 14.8 kg- paddler 
weight range: < 160 kgs - level: entry level

HTTP://WWW.SPORTViBRATiONS.COM

FOR

SUP I  BOARD I INFLATABLE

HTTP://WWW.LONGBOARDSHOP.EU
HTTP://WWW.LONGBOARDSHOP.EU
HTTP://WWW.NAISHSURFING.COM
HTTP://WWW.SPREETZ.NET
HTTP://WWW.SPORTVIBRATIONS.COM
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AIRBOARD - AirBOArD rOCKET
The completely unique shape of the Airboard ROCKET is an eye-catcher. The 
dolphin-like nose of the Airboard® Speed Concept works like a displacement 
hull where water resistance is reduced at the nose. Another innovation is the 
use of new textures on the top and bottom layer. With the application of different 
structures, the resulting swirls improves the gliding performance acting like 
swimmers shark skin suits. The upper layer is completely covered with an 
anti-skid surface to allow a huge action area. The Airboard® Rocket’s length 
of 14’ (427cm) and width of 26’’ is perfect to be at the forefront at SUP races.

length: 14 | 427 cm width: 26’’ | 66 cm  Volume: 300 ltr - weight: 12.2 kg – 
thickness: 6’’ Paddler weight range: < 140 kg leVel: high end material: mirasol 
dot droP stitch

HTTP://WWW.AIRBOARD.COM

RED PADDLE CO - ELiTE 14’
We believe riding an inflatable board shouldn’t be a compromise, so we 
engineered a quality, high performing board you can take with you wherever 
you go. The new 14ft Elite is the fastest inflatable race board ever designed. 
Weighing only 10kg, the Elite is 25” wide and features Red Paddle Co’s MSL 
Fusion technology – an exclusive construction method that delivers a lighter, 
stiffer board at higher pressures. The Elite also includes Red Paddle Co’s 
patented Rocker Stiffening System (RSS), making the board up to 40% stiffer 
in conjunction with their latest technology, Forward Flex Control (FFC). FFC 
works in tandem with RSS, to further stiffen the nose and remove flex from the 
front of the board, creating a more authentic paddling experience. 

length: 14’ width: 26“ | 660 mm thickness: 5.90’’ | 150 mm Volume: 340 litres 
weight: 10 kg max caPacity: 120 kg | 265 lbs leVel: Performance 

HTTP://WWW.REDPADDLECO.COM

FOR

BS MARINE - D7 12’6 DiSCOVEr
Paddling is all about exploring and getting close to nature, and there’s no 
better board for that than the GE12’6».  If you want to discover long rivers 
or ocean coasts, the best for this will be GE12’6» with all its latest materials 
and technologies. Suited to experience paddlers. The flat bottom design is 
very stable and provides effortless glide and flow. You can ride alone or with 
your kid on the front, or carry camping gear to stay and enjoy a beautiful night 
under the stars.

length: 12’6’’ width: 30’’ thickness: 6’’ Volume: 335 ltrs weight: 10.8 kg leVel: high 
end material: hytex droP stitch

HTTP://WWW.BSMARINE.NET

FOR

LEVEL SIX - iSUP TWEVLE Six
An inflatable SUP that is designed for maximum forward speed and maintaining 
momentum. The aggressive nose design makes this iSUP ideal for touring and 
recreational racing where an inflatable board is preferred.

length: 12’6 - width: 30“- thickness: 5.9“ - weight: 25.5 lbs - Paddler weight 
range: < 300 lbs - leVel: high end material: droP needle inflatable 

HTTP://WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

SUP I  BOARD I INFLATABLE

AquADESIgN - SWAT 12’6
High rigidity thanks to its construction and thickness of 8’. Any paddler will love the 
navigation qualities and exceptional glide of the Swat SUP. The shape makes it 
ideal for your nautical excursions combined with incredible speed and stability. It is 
equipped with a removable center fin.

length: 12’6 - width: 26’’ - material: PVc droPstitch board - thickness: 8’  

HTTP://WWW.AqUADESIgN.EU

HTTP://WWW.REDPADDLECO.COM
HTTP://WWW.AIRBOARD.COM
HTTP://WWW.BSMARINE.NET
HTTP://WWW.LEVELSIX.COM
Http://www.aquadesign.eu
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AQUADESIGN - AIr SWIfT
You will love the navigation qualities and exceptional glide of the AIR SWIFT. 
The shape of the AIR SWIFT combined with incredible speed and stability 
makes it an ideal inflatable SUP for your nautical excursions. The AIR SWIFT 
has high rigidity thanks to its construction and thickness of 15 cm. In addition, it 
is equipped with a removable fiberglass center. Features: PVC dropstitch 1100 
DTEX - Max. pressure 18 PSI (1,03 Bar), dropstitch 6’’ (15 cm), anti-slip EVA 
foam, handles, inflation and deflation valve, 1 fiber glass (removable), «D» ring 
for the leash, elastic to fix a bagage. All AIR SWIFT SUPs are delivered with a 
SUP hand pump with nanometer, a PVC repair kit and a carrybag. 

length: 12’6 | 381 cm- width: 29“ | 74 cm- thickness : 6“ | 15 cm - paddler weight 
range: 30-150 kg  level: performance - material: pvc

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESiGN.EU

NRS - eSCAPe SUP
The Escape gives you efficient performance for fast morning workouts and long 
afternoon tours, plus the carrying capacity to support that overnight adventure 
on your bucket list. Inflates up to a rock-hard 20 psi for performance that rivals 
a hard board, then folds up compactly when deflated for easy transport and 
storage. Removable, interchangeable fins let you customize your setup and 
the ABS plastic fins absorb impacts without breaking. All NRS SUP boards are 
backed by a three-year warranty. 

length: 10’4 – width: 34’’ - volume: 268 ltr - weight: 26 lbs – thickness: 6’’ 
paddler weight range: < 220 lbs - level: entry level material: pvc drop-stitch

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

SUP I  BOARD I INFLATABLE

AIRBOARD - AIrbOArD ShArK
This slim elegant glider will speed you up and help you get a great work-out. 
Inflatable and sturdy, with a removable US-Box-Fin-System The SHARK is the 
perfect recreational unit for the advanced athlete and adventurer in calm and 
moving water. The SHARK series has been designed for touring and speed, 
making it one of the fastest inflatable SUP ever. Equipped with a non-slip deck 
and kick pad for perfect pivot turns, this stylish companion fills your highest 
expectations. This SUP will reach high stiffness with low pressure (0.8 bar / 
12 PSI only).

length: 12’6 | 380 cm width: 30’’ | 76 cm  volume: 280 ltr - weight: 12.9 kg – 
thickness: 6’’ paddler weight range: < 140 kg level: high end material: mirasol 
dot drop stitch

HTTP://WWW.AiRBOARD.COM

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM
HTTP://WWW.AIRBOARD.COM
http://sipaboards.com
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STAND UP PADDLING
SURF BOARDS
INFLATABLE SUPS ALLOW FOR GREAT EASE OF TRANSPORT AND SOLID DURABILITY ON RIVERS, LAKES AND 
OCEANS. WHILE SLIGHTLY LESS RIGIDITY MAY COMPROMISE ULTRA HIGH END FUNCTION, ADVANCES IN 
CONSTRUCTION MEAN PERFORMANCE OF INFLATABLES IS CONSTANTLY ON THE RISE. PERFECT FOR ANYONE 
WHO WANTS TO TAKE THEIR BOARD WHEREVER THEY GO!

AIRBOARD - AIrbOArD SUrf
The Airboard SURF is the perfect board for beginners as well as for 
professionals. The very sturdy surfboard has various applications. It is perfect 
for standing river and ocean waves or for paddle training. The versatile board 
is also ideal for kids to enter entering into paddle sport. Three removable fins 
with the new mini-flex fin system makes the Airboard SURF a compact and 
lightweight travel companion.

length: 5’ | 152 cm width: 20’’ | 52 cm  volume: 70 ltr - weight: 3.8 kg – thickness: 
2’’ paddler weight range: < 100 kg level: performance  material: mirasol dot 
drop stitch

HTTP://WWW.AiRBOARD.COM

FOR

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA GrAM
Surfers will love the way the Hala Gram has speed like a longer board and turns 
like a shorter board, all with narrower rails for carving. Inflatable, portable, 4.75” 
rail surfs like a dream - dig it! The Gram is the evolution of the original spooned 
Hala Peno. River surf, Ocean surf, game on! This little board will shred. Roll 
the Hala Gram to your favorite break of the river wave. The longboard shape, 
combined with a narrower (4.75”) dipped-in rail, allows you to glide and catch 
waves like a longer board as water rises in the dip to engage to the back rails 
and rail turns like a shorter board, making the Hala Gram responsive, stable, 
funny looking, and really fun to paddle! 

length: 8’ - width: 30“ – thickness: 4.75“ volume: 225 ltr -weight: 16 lbs - 
paddler weight range: <275 lbs max. - level: performance – material: orignal 
drop stitch & pvc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

FOR

AQUADESIGN - OWer SUP
The OWER SUP has been designed with true riders in mind. Every curve, every 
cut have been calculated to create a real sliding experience. Its dimensions 
and shape enables it to surf on each and every wave with the ease, strength 
and feeling of a rigid surf. Its custom tail pad, either on sea or river, nothing 
keeps you away from your best show, even on the smallest waves. Features: 
PVC dropstitch 1100 DTEX - Max. pressure 18 PSI (1,03 Bar), dropstitch 4’’ 
(10 cm), anti-slip EVA foam, 2 handles, inflation and deflation valve, 3 ns (2+1 
removable), «D» ring for the leash. All OWER SUPs are delivered with a SUP 
hand pump with nanometer, a PVC repair kit and a carrybag. 

length: 8’ - width: 30“ – thickness: 4.75“ volume: 225 ltr -weight: 16 lbs - 
paddler weight range: <275 lbs max. - level: performance – material: orignal 
drop stitch & pvc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESiGN.EU

HTTP://WWW.AIRBOARD.COM
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
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STAND UP PADDLING
CRUISER
BOARDS THAT CAN DO IT ALL.

FOR
HONUHELE - 9’5 X 32’’ GrAy eDITION
All round/ Surf Board. Handmade in Portugal.   

length: 9’5 - width: 32’’ - volume: 150 ltr - weight: 11 kg - paddler weight range: 
70 - 100 kg - - material: fiberglass reinforced with carbon 

HTTP://WWW.HONUHELE.COM

PIPELINE SOFTBOARDS - STANDUP PADDLe SOfT
The Pipeline Softboards Stand Up Board is perfect for flat water or small surf. 
The very Light SUP holds weights up to 120kg and has a finger grip hole to 
make carrying easy. Comes with: 11’ Stand Up Paddle board (SUP) SOFT - 3 
Fins - - Deck Pad - already fitted on the board - Bumper Rail Protection. Special 
Prices available for SUP schools, SUP clubs and stores. Colors available - 
Royal Blue, light blue, Yellow, White and Red. 

length: 11’ - width: 30’’ - volume: 175 ltr - weight: 11 kg - paddler weight range:  
< 110 kg -  material: soft deck and eps epoxy-core –level: entry level 

HTTP://WWW.PiPELiNESOFTBOARDS.CO.UK.   

PELICAN SPORT - MOOreA 116
Be bold and hit the water with the Moorea 116, a hot new Pelican composite 
stand up paddle board. This uniquely designed SUP features a striking 
combination of bright red and earthy brown colors, with wood themed accents. 
The Moorea 116 is light (35 lbs), has a fiberglass hull and even excels in light 
surf.   

length: 350.5 cm - width: 81.3 cm –thickness: 13,65 cm - weight: 35 lbs – max. 
cap.:  275 lbs -  material: fiberglass –level: high end 

HTTP://WWW.PELiCANSPORT.COM      

FOR

FOR

RTM - SUP Pe 10’
The SUP PE 10’ from RTM is Stand Up Paddleboard rotomolded with high 
density polyethylene. User friendly and practically indesctructible, it is the ideal 
product for rental shops and schools.

-length: 10’ | 3 m – width: 33.8“ | 86 cm –weight: 22 kg  

HTTP://WWW.RTMKAYAKS.COM     

FOR

BIC SUP - CrOSS 10’ TOUGh TeC
The CROSS-SUP blends the excellent performance characteristics found in 
BIC SUPs Classic surf-inspired series with features found on the WING Touring 
series. This fusion creates a unique board that performs great in all types 
of conditions, particularly inland lakes and calm sea conditions, and offers a 
perfect platform for all-round family fun, cruising, fitness & yoga. The 10’ Cross 
Tough Tec is made in our new ultra- durable technology. It is the most stable 
board in our range. Also available in the Cross SUP Range: 10’ and 11’ Ace 
Tec and 10’ and 11’Tough Tec

-length: 10’ | 305 cm – width: 34“ | 84 cm – thickness: 5.5“ | 14 cm -weight: 36 lbs 
| 16.5 kg –volume: 195 l – material: tough tec –sizes: 10’, 11’ ace tech and 10’, 11’ 
tough tec

HTTP://WWW.BiCSPORT.COM

FOR

http://WWW.PIPELINESOFTBOARDS.CO.UK
http://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM
HTTP://WWW.HONUHELE.COM
http://WWW.RTMKAYAKS.COM
http://WWW.BICSPORT.COM
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SUP I  BOARD I CRUISER

FOR

HONUHELE - ALLrOUND bAMbOO 10’5
All round SUP Board. Handmade in Portugal.      

length: 10’5 - width: 30’’ - volume: 156 ltr - weight: 11 kg - paddler weight 
range: 65 - 100 kg - - material: bamboo 

HTTP://WWW.HONUHELE.COM

HOBIE CAT EUROPE - DUrA GLIDe
A blend of performance, stability and durability: the Dura Glide Series is ideal 
for paddlers of intermediate strength. Built according to the process DMX Hobie 
maximizes durability, it is ultra stable for efficient glide. The Dura Glide is a 
superb series of boards for fleet leasing and demonstration.

length: 9’6 | 289 cm - width: 30“ | 76 cm – thickness: 11.68 cm volume: 151 ltr - 
weight: 9 kg - paddler weight range: 59-97 kg - level: performance material: 
dmx sizes: 9’6, 10’10

HTTP://WWW.HOBiECAT.COM

HOBIE CAT EUROPE - DUrAGLIDe ATrv3
Classic and affordable, ATRv3 series is one of the best boards on the market 
for versatile leisure. This third generation takes the versatility, form and 
characteristics of the series to new levels. Beginner or expert,  child or adult, 
the ATRv3 provides an unforgettable experience for everyone.

length: 10’4 | 315 cm - width: 32“ | 81 cm – thickness: 12 cm volume: 182 ltr - 
weight: 11 kg - paddler weight range: 77-102 kg - level: performance material: 
moulage bcx4 sizes: 10’4, 11’2

HTTP://WWW.HOBiECAT.COM

HOBIE CAT EUROPE - MIrAGe eCLIPSe
Walk on water aboard the Eclipse, a new Hobie craft. The Eclipse allows 
for fitness on the water and under the sun. Incredibly stable, just climb on 
and operate the MirageDrive with your legs while turning nimbly through 
the steering handles, and soon you will have the impression of spinning at 
exceptional speed. The Mirage Eclipse is simple to use equipment for minimal 
preparation time- it only takes a minute to go from the boat or car to the water! 
The board is lightweight, constructed of durable material, packed with clever 
equipment. With the Eclipse you can take stand-up to a new level.

length: 10’5 | 320 cm - width: 33.5“ | 85 cm - weight: 19.6 kg - paddler weight 
range: 50-102 kg - level: performance material: acx advanced composite epoxy 
sizes: 10’5, 12’

HTTP://WWW.HOBiECAT.COM

PELICAN SPORT - fLOW 106
Newly redesigned for 2017, the Flow 106 is an easy-to-paddle flat water and 
light surf SUP with superior stability. This board’s damage-resistant Ram-X™ 
construction and five-inch rubber fin offer exceptional durability; no need to 
worry about encountering  rocks and other hazards.  The Flow is the perfect 
board for touring and exploring local waterways.

length: 320 cm - width: 81 cm –thickness: 15 cm - weight: 48 lbs – max. cap.:  230 
lbs -  material: ram-x™  –level: entry level  

HTTP://WWW.PELiCANSPORT.COM      

FOR

BIC SUP - PerfOrMer 9’2 ACe TeC
For novice riders under 150lbs the 9’2 Performer is a stable flat-water cruiser 
that’s compact and lightweight (23lbs!), making it a breeze to transport, carry and 
store. For intermediate riders up to 180lbs it’s the perfect surf SUP when you’re 
ready to move to a shorter more maneuverable board. For larger riders the 9’2 
will help take your surfing to new levels. All this in BIC SUP’s legendary ACE-
TEC construction for durability AND lightweight performance at a great price.

-length: 9’2 | 280 cm – width: 31.5“ | 80 cm – thickness: 4.3“ | 11 cm -weight: 24 
lbs | 11kg –volume: 145 l – material: ace tec –sizes: 9’2, 10’6 11’6

HTTP://WWW.BiCSPORT.COM

FOR

http://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM
HTTP://WWW.HONUHELE.COM
HTTP://WWW.HOBIECAT.COM
HTTP://WWW.HOBIECAT.COM
HTTP://WWW.HOBIECAT.COM
http://WWW.BICSPORT.COM
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STAND UP PADDLING
DISTANCE
THESE BOARDS ARE MADE TO GET YOU FROM A TO B, WHETHER YOU’RE INTO 
SERIOUS RACING, FITNESS, CROSS TRAINING, OR IF YOU SIMPLY WANT GREAT 
GLIDE AND EASE OF PADDLING.

ROBERTO RICCI DESIGNS - rAZZLe DAZZLe 14
RACE PRO RRD developed the new Razzle Dazzle14’ board with the help of 
RRD Sup Race teamrider Jacopo Giusti. Paolo Marconi won the stage of the 
European Sup Championship in Marotta, Italy, with this board. The concept was 
born after the success of the Razzle Dazzle 12’6’’. After a small run of custom 
boards entirely made in the RRD custom board factory in Italy, Roberto Ricci 
decided to start a complete range of fixed sizes. The new CNC shaped, full 
carbon laminated and totally hand finished Razzle Dazzle line is now ready for 
the pro racers. The new 14’ delivers great performances in every kind of water 
conditions, perfect for flat water and ocean chop. Available in two different width 
sizes 14’x24’’ and 14’x25.’’

length: 14’ - width: 24“ | 25“ – thickness: 18 cm -volume: 27 ltr - weight: 11 kg - 
paddler weight range: 75 – 95 kg – material: full carbon - level: high end 

HTTP://WWW.ROBERTORiCCiDESiGNS.COM

NSP - COCOMAT PerfOrMANCe TOUrING
This board offers the ultimate in high end Performance Touring with great 
strength to weight ratio. Designed by NSP’s race board designer Alain 
Teurquetil, these boards combine elements from NSP’s winning race program 
with touring specific features, making these the perfect board for any paddling 
adventure. Length and width combinations were developed to give stability in 
all conditions with enough volume for fishing, carrying extra gear for day trips 
and overnight camping adventures. Nose and tail deck areas are flattened 
with plenty of insert points for attaching gear and an FCS insert for attaching 
a GoPro or GPS. Available in two sizes: 12’6 and 14”. 

length: 12’6 | 14’ - width: 32“ | 30 “ – thickness: 83\8  in -volume: 316.8 | 332.1 - - 
level: high end 

HTTP://WWW.NSPSURFBOARDS.COM

FOR

FOR

NSP - NINJA 14’ X 23 PrO CArbON
The NSP Ninja boards are specific flatwater raceboards designed for unbridled 
speed on lakes, rivers and calm seas. The bulbous bow is designed to decrease 
the bow wave effect and optimize your energy while paddling. All NSP Ninja 
boards include 4 x Accelerator Vacuum System (AVS) to ensure that any water 
entering the dugout is quickly and efficiently removed. The Ninja maintains 
an hydrodynamic deck profile shape between the inverted bulbous bow and 
dugout to shield the rider from any wash, waves or spray. All NSP Ninja boards 
are designed by Alain Teurquetil and shaped by Dale Chapman. 

length: 14’ - width: 23“ - level: high end 

HTTP://WWW.NSPSURFBOARDS.COM

FOR

EARTH SUP - NOvA SCOTIA
The 14’ NOVA SCOTIA is designed for Touring & Exploration. Whether it 
be a quick paddle before or after work, a day trip or week-long expeditions, 
this board has exceptional glide to help get deep into nature and far from 
civilization. With a streamlined and cutting entry into the water this board is 
designed for maximum efficiency and speed. However, a hard rail under the 
standing area keeps the board stable in all water conditions, even when loaded 
front and back with dry bags full of gear. Reinforced attachment points allow 
you to secure equipment and accessory items with ease.

length: 14’ | 427 cm - width: 28“ | 71 cm – thickness: 4.1“ | 10.4 cm -volume: 315 l 

HTTP://WWW.SUPEARTH.COM

FOR

HTTP://WWW.ROBERTORICCIDESIGNS.COM
HTTP://WWW.NSPSURFBOARDS.COM
HTTP://WWW.NSPSURFBOARDS.COM
HTTP://WWW.SUPEARTH.COM
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SPORT VIBRATIONS - MISTrAL vOrTeX XL
With the Mistral Vortex 14’0 XL, Mistral raises the bar for exclusive and fast 
Race SUPs. A successor to the Mistral M2, probably the fastest flatwater 
raceboard in the world, was the not unpretentious task for the Mistral 
development team. The board should be balanced, controllable, and, of course, 
incredibly fast. Of course, the application area should also be as broad as 
possible. The new Mistral Flatwater Racer VORTEX 14’0 XL comes in two 
different widths 24 «& 26». Features such as the automatic Goretex Vent Valve 
round off the Mistral’s high-tech racetrack. As impressively demonstrated on the 
11City Tour, the Vortex is not only extremely fast, but also able to master the 
very difficult conditions with a lot of wind and kink wave convincingly.

length: 14’ - width: 26“ – thickness: 9.7“ volume: 295 ltr - weight: 10 kg - level: 
high end –material: full carbon 

HTTP://WWW.BiCSPORT.COM     

FOR

SUP I  BOARD I DISTANCE

BIC SUP - TrACer 12’6 X 27” 
Launched in 2015 and lauded for their impressive performance and smooth 
feel on the water, the New Tracer series has been updated to improve speed 
and glide as well as comfort and stability. The flat section under foot has been 
extended forward towards the nose to improve stability while a lower profile-
piercing nose increases efficiency by smoothly parting the water on entry. A 
squared off‘chisel’ shaped tail reduces drag and the standing area was revised 
to more efficiently shed water. Deck attachment points make it easy to secure 
extra gear for extended trips.

length: 12’6’’/381cm - width: 27’’/68cm - weight: 25lbs/11’5kg - volume: 240l – 
different sizes available: tracer range: 12’6 x 27” - 12’6 x 29” - 14 x 28”  

HTTP://WWW.BiCSUP.COM 

A new addition arriving in 
2017. Crafted with revolu-
tionairy eXhaust 3.0-S Ultra 
Breathable 4-WAY Stretch 
Fabric, a highly adjustable 
waist cinch system, a 1mm 
neoprene adjustable col-
lar and british latex wrist 
and ankle gaskets, The 
Trident SUP Suit offers all 
of the warmth and protec-
tion you need, without compro-
mising your range of motion.

TRIDENT SUP SUIT

Available Sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Available Colours:
• Charcoal / Riverstone
• Citron / Charcoal / Riverstone

@levelsix @level_six levelsixinc www.levelsix.com

HTTP://WWW.BICSPORT.COM
HTTP://www.bicsup.com
http://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
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PIPELINE SOFTBOARDS 
VENTUrE 7’5 SOFTBOArD
Pipeline Softboards Standard Rental is the 7’5 Ventura. Beginner friendly and 
perfect for Surf Schools. 

length: 7’5 - width: 21’’ weight: 3-11 kg  leVel: entry leVel  

HTTP://WWW.PIPELINESOFTBOARDS.CO.UK.      

FOR

ROBERTO RICCI DESgINS 
mOrPHO WOOD SUP
The Morpho SUPs are exactely the right answer for those wanting to get only 
one board to do it all, just better! Based on the outline of a modern Cotan 
surfboard or SUP design for waves, these surf shapes have been stretched 
and made to fit a more “allround” length and width. Available in 3 different 
sizes-9’0″, 9’4” and 9’6”- to allow, good floatation and easy paddling while 
keeping a straight line on flat water and very manouverable behaviour once on 
a wave. Easy gliders, fast and stable; a perfect choice for suppers that have 
already used an allround board, but want to try and ride some proper waves 
or those who simply want to start straight on the waves, but don’t want to buy 
a second board for touring on flat water. The Morpho is a special spectacular 
mix that will increase your time on the water by 200%!

length: 9’0 - width: 31“ - Volume: 148 l - weight: 12 kg - Paddler weight range: 
75 – 90 kg - materal: wood or classic - leVel: Performance    

HTTP://WWW.ROBERTORICCIDESIgNS.COM    

FOR

STAND UP PADDLiNG

SuRFINg

NSP - SUrF-x
The Surf X 10’ boards have evolved through the demands of riders seeking 
performance and fun in smaller waves. With less rocker in the nose and more 
in the tail, the 10’ x 27 ½ is the full performance model, while the 10’ x 29 is 
more forgiving and easier, allowing the rider to enjoy the growing popularity of 
this style. The 10’ designs deliver performance longboarding style and feature 
a broadened nose, performance bottom contour and tail with lower rails. Hang 
ten, cross step back to the tail and carve the wave into submission. The ultimate 
surfer’s quiver!

length: 10’0 - width: 27.5 “ | 29“ –thickness: 4.25“ - Volume: 126.1 l | 132 l - leVel: 
high end

HTTP://WWW.NSPSURFBOARDS.COM    

FOR

EARTH SuP - THE PASS
The New PASS 9’2 is designed to pay tribute to traditional-style longboard 
surfing. The gentle concave nose and single or thruster fin set-up create a 
smooth flow that will be instantly familiar to longboard surfers. Sturdy bottom 
rail edges and well placed volume make THE PASS stable to paddle, allow 
for effortless glide and long endless summer nose rides. About the shape 
: smooth bottom rocker with a bit of added release in the tail combine with 
bottom contours designed to enhance ease of paddling while allowing flowing 
rail-to-rail transition.

length:9’2 | 280 cm- width: 30 “ | 76 cm - Volume: 140 l

HTTP://WWW.SUPEARTH.COM   

FOR

BOARDS THAT CAN DO IT ALL.

http://WWW.PIPELINESOFTBOARDS.CO.UK
http://WWW.ROBERTORICCIDESIGNS.COM
http://WWW.NSPSURFBOARDS.COM
http://WWW.SUPEARTH.COM
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BIC SUP - WAve PrO 7’8
The Wave Pro range was born from years of testing and refining the ideal blend of outline, 
rocker profile, volume distribution, bottom contour, fin locations and rail profile to arrive 
at the ultimate all-conditions design. Once we hit on the right blend we then tailored it to 
each of the six models so riders of all sizes and skill levels could benefit. Sure, no one 
board is perfect for everyone, but we’re confident you’ll find your perfect board right here, 
somewhere between 7’4 and 9’4. 

length: 7’8 | 234 cm- width: 27 “ | 69 cm –thickness: 4.1“ | 10.4 cm- volume: 95 l –sizes: 7’4 x 
26” - 7’8” x 27” - 8’2 x 29” - 8’10” x 30’0 - 9’ x 31» - 9’4 x 32” –material: ctech

HTTP://WWW.BiCSPORT.COM   

STARBOARD - 7’8 X 30“ hyPerNUT
Lively performance from its moderate length makes the 7’8″ the most popular board in 
the Hypernut range. 30″ width, wide nose and wide tail offer good stability while inverted 
“NUT” rails for fast acceleration and tight turning. Flatter rocker along the tail rail enhances 
speed and drive. PRO rocker down the center of the board for tight pocket turning. Quad 
fin set up matches the wide tail to produce “hyper”active drive and acceleration. We use 
inverted EVA deck pads to avoid waste, thus every second board will have a reverse color 
combination. Available in Blue Carbon, Pine Tek and Starlite Technologies.

length: 7’8 | 233.5 cm- width: 30 “ | 78 cm – thickness: 3.9“ | 9.8“ -volume: 115 l –weight: 14.6 
lbs |6.64 kg (blue carbon) –paddler weight range: 130-210 lbs | 60-95 kg

HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM  

HONUHELE - SUP SUrf 7’5 OrANGe eDITION
SUP Surfboard handmade in Portugal. 

length: 7’5 - width: 28“ - volume: 95 ltr - weight: 7 kg - paddler weight range: 60 - 80 kg - 
max. material: fiberglass reinforced with carbon.   

HTTP://WWW.HONUHELE.COM    

The first ISO approved waistbelt 
PFD. It sits quietly at your waist, 
super slimline until you pull the 

toggle ...

GLIDE INFLATABLE PFD

SUP I  BOARD I SURFINg

http://WWW.HONUHELE.COM
http://WWW.BICSPORT.COM
HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM
http://palmequipmenteurope.com
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HALA GEAR SUP - hALA ATChA
Discover the excitement of a world-class whitewater SUP. The Hala Atcha is the 
board that defined the whitewater inflatable board class, now standard with the 
retractable Stompbox™ fin. Whether you are upping your whitewater game, or 
starting out and ready to go from zero-to-hero, the Atcha stomps your favorite 
river run without “supermanning” from fin strikes, and lets you surf your way 
down your favorite river run. The rivers in your neck of the woods will take on 
new life as you crush whitewater, catch surf on the fly and discover new ways 
to paddle. The Atcha comes river ready! Made with our burliest construction, the 
Hala Original drop stitch. Comes with: PVC Stringer Retractable Stomp Box™ 
4.5» slide bite click fins, Diamond groove deck pad, Stomp Pad & foot index, 
Backcountry comfort rolling backpack, and a 3 year warranty.  

length: 9’6 – width: 36’’ - volume: 313 ltr - weight: 29 lbs – thickness: 6’’ paddler 
weight range: < 275 lbs  level: performance material: original burly drop 
stitch & pvc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

FOR

STAND UP PADDLING
BOARDS WHITEWATER
Boards that have been created  with all the difficulties one has to deal with on whitewaters in mind. Those boards 
are stronger, wider so they are stable, and shaped so they can go over currents, eddies and difficulties.

AQUADESIGN - CrOSS 
This new paddleboard, born from the extreme, holds many surprises. 
Custom made to face white waters, the CROSS is the result of long and hard 
collaboration with many white water enthusiasts. Stable, reactive and dynamic, 
the CROSS likes to fully explore the forces of the rivers while giving technical 
control to the rider. Equipped down to the smallest détail, riding this new toy will 
give you incredible pleasure. The CROSS is able to surf waves as well as give 
confidence to beginners. Features: PVC dropstitch 1100 DTEX - Max. pressure 
18 PSI (1,03 Bar), dropstitch 4’’7, anti-slip EVA foam, handles, in ation and de 
ation valve, 5 removable ns, «D» ring for the leash, elastic to x a bagage. All 
CROSS SUPs are delivered with a SUP hand pump with nanometer, a PVC 
repair kit and carrybag. 

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESiGN.EU

FOR

NRS - QUIver 
If river running is your jam, the Quiver is your board. The Quiver combines 
a wide stance with extra rocker on the nose and tail to deliver the ultimate 
combination of stability and maneuverability. Even better, this is not a one-size-
fits-all river board; the Quiver comes in three lengths to fit every level of paddler 
and paddling style. Like every NRS board, the Quiver features double-sidewall 
construction, Axis Technology stiffener, a top-quality Leafield C7 inflation valve, 
and an industry-leading 3-year warranty. 

length: 8’8 | 9’8 | 10’6 - width: 34“ | 36“ | 35“

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

FOR

SOUL WATERMAN - bITCh SMACK 
Corran claims this new design is «my most significant breakthrough in SUP 
design since the Rapidfire in 2009». Clearly the B-Smack is in many ways an 
evolution of the much loved Firestorm, but whats left is almost purely aesthetic 
in similarity. The most important changes are an overall reduction in size, a 
more advanced rocker curve, faster draining, increased surfability, offset Stomp 
Hooks, stiffer, stronger and lighter. Yes, we’re taking whitewater SUP to the 
next level. Again. But we’re also under no delusions that WW SUP is a hit and 
miss affair: Everyone gets a little bitch smacked now and then.

length: 8 ‘ | 244cm - width: 33“ | 84 cm – volume: 64 g | 245 lweight: 31 lbs | 14 
kg – max. capacity: 220 lbs | 110 kg  

HTTP://WWW.SOULWATERMAN.COM

FOR

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM
HTTP://WWW.SOULWATERMAN.COM
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SOUL WATERMAN - JIbber 
If there was a way to have “street cred” on a paddleboard, this would be it. 
This machine is all “park ‘ n play” (unless you’re a ninja). Blasting pour-overs, 
spinning in wave holes, or slashing the lip on dynamic river waves, on this you 
will jib yourself silly. The continuous curved outline and rocker working together 
means it responds well to standard surfing techniques, carving with fluidity and 
precision. But the width is carried through the ends, keeping it nice and stable 
despite only being 7′6” long.

length: 7’6 | 230 cm - width: 32“ | 81 cm – volume: 45 g | 169 l- weight: 26 lbs | 12 
kg – max. capacity: 230 lbs | 105 kg  

HTTP://WWW.SOULWATERMAN.COM

FOR

NRS - WhIP
Pull up to your local play wave, pump up the Whip and start shredding. The 
Whip’s rounder shape, shorter length and surf-style fin and tail configurations 
make it the ultimate park-and-play inflatable. Inflates up to a rock-hard 20 psi for 
performance that rivals a hard board, then folds up compactly when deflated for 
easy transport and storage. Removable, interchangeable fins let you customize 
your setup and the ABS plastic fins absorb impacts without breaking. All NRS 
SUP boards are backed by a three-year warranty.

length: 9’2 - width: 34“ | 864 mm –thickness: 6“ | 150 mm – weight: 25 lbs volume: 
329.5 l - max. capacity: 250 lbs -material: pvc dropstitch – level: entry level

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

FOR

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA rADO
With the advancement in our construction technology, we found that the All-
Around category and our most popular board styles needed a burly alternative 
in 2 sizes. Hala Radito is the smaller and Hala Rado is the larger option. Built 
with our time tested classic construction means this burly and progressive 
original drop stitch was made for the gnarliest rivers and the hardest core all-
around whitewater paddlers. Inspired by rugged Colorado living and designed 
to celebrate Colorado’s official colors. This 4-wheel drive truck of boards was 
made with pro paddler guides, hardcore weekender warriors and WW rental 
fleets that expect durability AND performance from their inflatable board. If 
you are a fan of being on the Colorado rivers, where whitewater SUP paddling 
exploded, or your own neck of the woods, you’ll love the Hala Radito! 

length: 10’10 – width: 35’’ - thickness: 6“ - - weight: 28 lbs - paddler weight 
range: < 350 lbs  level: performance material: original burly drop stitch & pvc 
stringer 

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA rADITO
With the advancement in our construction technology, we found that the All-
Around category and our most popular board styles needed a burly alternative 
in 2 sizes. Hala Radito is the smaller and Hala Rado is the larger option. Built 
with our time tested classic construction means this burly and progressive 
original drop stitch was made for the gnarliest rivers and the hardest core all-
around whitewater paddlers. Inspired by rugged Colorado living and designed 
to celebrate Colorado’s official colors. This 4-wheel drive truck of boards was 
made with pro paddler guides, hardcore weekender warriors and WW rental 
fleets that expect durability AND performance from their inflatable board. If 
you are a fan of being on the Colorado rivers, where whitewater SUP paddling 
exploded, or your own neck of the woods, you’ll love the Hala Rado! 

length: 10 – width: 34’’ - thickness: 6“ - volume: 307 l - weight: 24 lbs - paddler 
weight range: < 350 lbs  level: performance material: original burly drop 
stitch & pvc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

FOR

FOR

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA PeNO
The Hala Peno River Surfer / Park & Play Surfboard. In the Peño, Hala’s 
DoubleStack™ construction brings inflatable river surfing to a whole new level. 
It surfs like your hard board, but is more stable and ding proof! If you are looking 
for a river surfboard that feels like a hard board, but offers the convenience of 
an inflatable, the new Hala Peño is for you! 

length:7’ – width: 33’’ - thickness: 3“ + 3“ –volume: 238 l - weight: 24 lbs - 
paddler weight range: < 350 lbs  level: performance material: original burly 
drop stitch & pvc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

FOR

HTTP://WWW.SOULWATERMAN.COM
HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
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AquADESIgN - SUK 10’6
River and sea rescuers valuing stability and significant buoyancy worship the 
SUK 10’6. This model is very versatile. It can be used standing up or sitting 
down in a kayaking position. Two elastic cords will keep your belongings safe. 
Use this SUK to relax on a lake, on sea or down rivers. Made from PVC 
dropstitch for durability, the SUK comes with a SUP hand pump with nanometer, 
a PVC repair kit and a comfort seat.

HTTP://WWW.AqUADESIgN.EU

HALA gEAR SuP - HALA ATCHA 86
Larger whitewater achievers looking for a sportier whitewater board, and 
smaller riders looking to stomp whitewater will love the Atcha, Hala’s whitewater 
/ downriver Playboard. Ride our premier whitewater board in the 8’ 6” version. 
Comes standard with our retractable Stompbox™. Add Hala’s own Low-Profile 
River fins for a super custom whitewater experience. 

length: 8’6 – width: 34’’ - thickness: 6“ –Volume: 264 l - weight: 26 lbs - Paddler 
weight range: < 350 lbs  leVel: Performance material: original burly droP 
stitch & PVc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.HALAgEAR.COM

STARBOARD - 11’0 x 34“ STrEAm CrOSS OVEr
The new Stream Cross over’s 11’0” length designed for river racing with a 
narrow nose outline for a faster glide combined with 34” width gives comfort 
and stability for riders up to 115kg. We use inverted EVA deck pads to avoid 
waste, thus every second board will have a reverse color combination from 
what is featured. Available in Deluxe Technology.

length: 11’0 – width: 34’’ - thickness: 6“ –Volume: 334 l - weight: 17.3 kg - 
Paddler weight range: 60-115 kg   leVel: Performance 

HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM  

FOR

STARBOARD - 9’6 x 36“ STrEAm 
A stable and progressive board that will take a first timer from navigating basic 
class 1 and 2 rapids to the ultimate whitewater performance. Extra stable for 
riders up to 105 kg to handle choppy water and big drops. We use inverted EVA 
deck pads to avoid waste, thus every second board will have a reverse color 
combination from what is featured. Available in Deluxe Technology.

length: 9’6 – width: 36’’ - thickness: 6“ –Volume: 290 l - weight: 16.4 kg - Paddler 
weight range: 55-105 kg   leVel: Performance 

HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM  

STARBOARD - 8’6 x 33“  x STrEAm 
Short, nimble and reactive, the X Stream is ideal for lighter riders up to 90 kg 
wanting quick turning and fast response to challenging conditions. The 33” 
width gives stability for free-style river performance. We use inverted EVA 
deck pads to avoid waste, thus every second board will have a reverse color 
combination from what is featured. Available in Zen Technology. 

length: 8’6 – width: 33’’ - thickness: 4.75“ –Volume: 170 l - weight: 14.7 kg - 
Paddler weight range: 50-90 kg   leVel: Performance 

HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM  

FOR

FOR

FOR
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HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
http://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
http://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM
http://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM
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HALA GEAR SUP - hALA DAZe
Designed for whitewater expeditions, and affectionately called the Big Rig, The 
Hala Daze is a stand up raft that can loaded up with tons of gear. At 8” thick, 
the Daze is big, but the progressive rocker keeps ot sporty for paddlers of all 
sizes, and the Daze is a great board for the large and in charge. Be in a daze 
or spend days on this board, either way you’re staying dry. It is the ultimate 
rig for stability and comfort whether you are stomping whitewater, getting your 
whole family on board, or rigging it up for a weekend overnight trip. 

length: 11’11 – width: 42’’ - thickness: 8“ - volume: 730 l - weight: 42 lbs - 
paddler weight range: < 500 lbs  level: performance material: original burly 
drop stitch & pvc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

FANTATIC SUP - rAPID AIr
Paddle and raft through rivers, streams, rapids and boiling white water with 
our Rapid Air models! Bulletproof, super stable and equipped with ultimate 
turning performance, this is the top choice for the explorer looking to find surf 
far away from the ocean. The Rapid Air is designed to take anyone from the 
first time paddler to experienced rider onboard. Built to last, the Double Layer 
HD Technology with additional rail reinforcement both models come with the 
premium Wheely Backpack including the Fanatic Power Pump HP2 for quick 
inflation.

HTTP://WWW.FANATiC.COM

FANTATIC SUP - rAPID AIr TOUrING
Paddle and raft through rivers, streams, rapids and boiling white water with our 
Rapid Air models! Bulletproof, super stable and equipped with ultimate turning 
performance, this is the top choice for the explorer looking to find surf far away 
from the ocean. The Rapid Air Touring is the longer and more streamlined 
equivalent, built for distance, rivers andtouring enthusiasts. Built to last, the 
Double Layer HD Technology with additional rail reinforcement both models 
come with the premium Wheely Backpack including the Fanatic Power Pump 
HP2 for quick inflation.

HTTP://WWW.FANATiC.COM

AQUADESIGN - SUK 9’6
Developed in coordination with river rider specialists, and Aquadesigns 25+ 
years of whitewater expertise, the SUK meets demands. A short and wide 
shape makes it easy to handle, while independent inflatable tubes improve 
stability and higher rocker rides over waves. Two elastic cords will keep your 
belongings safe. Use in a standing or seated position with its kayak seat. 
Whether you are on the sea or river, both fishermen and riders will love it.Made 
from PVC dropstitch for durability, the SUK comes with a SUP hand pump with 
nanometer, a PVC repair kit and a comfort seat.

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESiGN.EU

DRAGOROSSI - ALOhA eXPeDITION
The Aloha Expedition is made of a 3-layer polyethylene sandwich to ensure 
maximum stiffness and durability. It has a rocker curve, bow volume, rail 
shape and sidewall shape that look and function like a river running kayak. 
The bottom concaves, outline and tail shape are closer to an ocean surfing 
Sup. The wide front and back hatches which access the interior so you can 
transport everything from fishing supplies to picnic lunches. From lakes to 
rivers and easy whitewater to the open ocean, the Aloha is guaranteed to be 
a good time, every time.

length: 332 cm - width: 87 cm - volume: 310 ltr - weight: 21 kg - level: perfor-
mance 

HTTP://WWW.DRAGOROSSi.COM

SUP I  BOARD I WHITEWATER BOARDS

HTTP://WWW.FANATIC.COM
HTTP://WWW.FANATIC.COM
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
HTTP://WWW.DRAGOROSSI.COM
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
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RED PADDLE CO - fLOW 9’6 
If you’re in search of an adrenaline rush, there’s nothing to beat paddle 
boarding down a furious, foamy river. The Red Paddle Co 9’6” Flow is designed 
for riders ready to take on the rapids. We’ve given it a shape that offers extreme 
durability and extreme performance. High sides allow it to break in and out of 
the river flow and pronounced rocker helps it ride out the bumps. It’s also got 
multiple grab handles for safety and control and a quad-iFin set up that means 
you don’t get the ‘double bump’ when you go over rocks.

length: 9’6 - width: 34“ | 864 mm –thickness: 5.9“ | 150 mm volume: 300 l - max. 
capacity: 265 lbs | 120 kg  -

HTTP://WWW.REDPADDLECO.COM

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA LUyA
Hala Luya’s Patent-Pending Doublestack™ construction features a shaped 
inflatable rail that offers maneuverability, surfability and major stability for 
serious whitewater. Our Retractable StompBox ™ comes standard so don’t 
worry about “Supermanning” off your board in shallow or rocky water. The Hala 
Luya feels like a smaller board in smaller water, but responds with enormous 
secondary stability as you punch and rise out of big holes and your board 
responds with balance and smooths out the churn of the river. Whether you’ve 
been SUPing the river for years or are looking to progress further and instantly 
step up your game, you’ll be saying Hala Luya! 

length: 8’8 – width: 38’’ - thickness: 6“+ 3“ - volume: 375 ltr - weight: 34 lbs 
paddler weight range: < 350 lbs  level: performance material: original burly 
drop stitch & pvc stringer 

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

DRAGOROSSI - ALOhA
The Aloha is made in a durable and tough HDP polyethylene. It has a rocker 
curve, bow volume, rail shape and sidewall shape that look and function like 
a river running kayak. The bottom concaves, outline and tail shape are closer 
to an ocean surfing Sup. From lakes to rivers and easy whitewater to the open 
ocean, the Aloha is guaranteed to be a good time, every time.

length: 332 cm - width: 87 cm - volume: 310 ltr - weight: 21 kg - level: perfor-
mance 

HTTP://WWW.DRAGOROSSi.COM

AQUADESIGN - rIverCrAfT 
The RIVERCRAFT is especially designed for a river use, with 3 inflatable 
compartments that insures the safety necessary to ride on white water rivers. 
Made in 8’’ dropstitch fabric and double layer construction to give it rigidity and 
strength to ride down rivers. It is equipped with 18 handles and 8 foot cups 
to give users better stability. Features: PVC dropstitch 1100 DTEX - Max. 
pressure 18 PSI (1,03 Bar), dropstitch 4’’ (10 cm), anti-slip EVA foam, Inflating 
and deflating facilatated thanks to 2 front valves and 2 side ones. 

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESiGN.EU

SUP I  BOARD I WHITEWATER BOARDS

HTTP://WWW.REDPADDLECO.COM
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
HTTP://WWW.DRAGOROSSI.COM
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
http://www.supworldmag.com


Most SUP manufacturers treat inflatables as an afterthought, but not NRS. With over three decades of 
experience producing inflatable watercraft, we’ve focused 100% on building the best inflatable SUPs on the 
market. Using top-end materials and components, we’ve continually refined our designs and expanded our 
line to meet the evolution of the sport. For 2017, we’ve created our strongest lineup of stand up paddleboards 
yet. In our opinion, the best line of inflatable boards ever made. With purpose-built models for every aspect 
of the sport—from touring to whitewater to fishing—and for every skill level and body type, no manufacturer’s 
selection is more comprehensive or advanced.

nrs.com

http://www.nrs.com
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STAND UP PADDLING
BOARDS YOGA
BOARDS THAT ALLOW YOGA MOVES AND POSITIONS WHILE BEING STABLE ENOUGH TO 
REMAIN ON THE BOARD DURING YOUR SESSION.

NINETYSIXTY - yOGA 10’6
At only 9,5kg the YOGA - allround is extremely light and still very stiff and 
sturdy. It is the perfect tool for all conditions and suits the whole family. Due 
to its width, it is very stable and therefore perfect for beginners. The large 
volume permits a heavy load, such as watertight bags, which can be strapped 
to the front deck. You’ll ride high and dry even with a dog, two paddlers or one 
heavy dude. The wide bumper belt around the edge makes the board stalwart 
against collisions of all kind. Tight-knit Dropstitch makes the board very stiff 
at a pressure of 1 bar (15psi).  Whatever kind of water, you’ill be ready in only 
10 minutes. The board comes in a convenient backpack with pump and repair 
set. It fits in every trunk, can be put on a bike or can travel by plane in your 
hand luggage. 

length: 10’6  | 320 cm width: 32.5’’| 83 cm - volume: 241 ltr - weight: 21 lbs | 9.5 
kg – thickness: 6’’ | 15 cm paddler weight range: 30-150 kg  level: performance 
material: pvc drop-stitch

HTTP://WWW.LONGBOARDSHOP.EU

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA ASANA
Yogis with wanderlust, water fitness fans looking to fire those proprioceptors, 
yoga schools, anyone looking for a complete yoga SUP package at a very 
affordable price, look no further. The Asana is also a nimble 35” wide board for 
smaller paddlers looking for stability. Although the Hala Asana was designed 
with yoga in mind it’s still rigged for adventure, including a paddle. At 35” wide, 
it’s stable enough for your most advanced poses, yet the outline keeps it feeling 
nimble and responsive as it tapers down to a pin tail. The lightweight design 
makes traveling a breeze. 

length: 10’ - width: 35’ cm - volume: 316 ltr - weight: 22 lbs - paddler weight 
range: < 350 lbs - - level: entry level – material: fusion drop stitch 

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

FOR

BIC SUP - SUP AIr 10’6 fITNeSS
The FITNESS is a lightweight, portable and easy to store paddleboard 
optimized for fitness and yoga use. The ultra-stable 34” wide platform gives 
confidence to those looking to get started with SUP yoga and fitness and also 
allows more advanced participants to try advanced yoga postures. A longer 
yoga mat style deck pad provides plenty of space for your on-water yoga and 
fitness practice. At just 21 pounds, the FITNESS is super light and easy to 
carry when stored inside the included backpack as well as when fully inflated. 
Inflation is a cinch with the rugged 2-way pump and a universal center fin box 

-length: 10’6 | 320 cm – width: 34“ | 86 cm – thickness: 6“ | 15.2 cm -weight: 21 
lbs | 9.5 kg –volume: 290 l – material: pvc dropstitch 

HTTP://WWW.BiCSPORT.COM

FOR

FANATIC - fLy AIr fIT
Take your workout to the water with our Fly Air Fit! Matching the latest trends 
in training science, the Fly Air Fit provides a moving platform for a new, intense 
and exciting way of balance training like Pilates or SUP Yoga. The stretched 
outline offers great all-round paddling characteristics with superb glide and 
immense stability for first time paddlers. With its dimensions of 11’0” × 35” 
and fully loaded volume, the Fly Air Fit is specially designed to keep you up 
and dry on the huge deck pad during your workout or yoga session. Attach 
your board to our complementary Fly Air Fit platform, which takes up to eight 
boards and acts as the mothership for SUP fitness. Whatever your pleasure, 
be it yoga, press-ups, squads or paddle training, each and every one of your 
muscles will be engaged.

length: 335.3 cm - width: 89.9 cm - volume: 322 ltr - weight: 11 kg – thickness: 14 
cm paddler weight range: < 110 kg - level: entry level material: pvc stringer

HTTP://WWW.FANATiC.COM

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
HTTP://WWW.LONGBOARDSHOP.EU
HTTP://WWW.BICSPORT.COM
HTTP://WWW.FANATIC.COM
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NRS - MAyrA SUP
The NRS Mayra brings fitness-minded women an inflatable SUP designed to 
provide more deck space and stability for better workouts on the water. SUP yoga 
fans and fitness paddlers will especially love this design. The Mayra’s high-volume 
nose and tail make it stable end to end whether you are fitness paddling, doing 
yoga, or spicing things up with wave riding or river running. The smoth foam deck 
pad gives you a comforatable surface while providing good grip and control. Inflates 
up to 15 psi for performance that rivals a hard board, then folds up compactly when 
deflated for easy transport and storage. Removable, interchangeable fins let you 
customize your setup and nylon fins flex to absorb impact without breaking. Comes 
with a high pressure pump for easy inflation, a pressure gauge and a backpack for 
easy transport. All NRS SUP boards are backed by a three-year warranty. 

length: 10’6 – width: 32’’ - volume: 219 ltr - weight: 25 lbs – thickness: 6’’ paddler 
weight range: < 220 lbs  level: entry level material: pvc drop-stitch

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

SUP I  BOARD I YOgA

STARBOARD - 10’0”X35” yOGA DAShAMA
Long enough with space to perform all yoga poses comfortably, while still having 
enough maneuverability to turn. • 35” width offers a stable platform to try more 
progressive poses yet maintains paddle efficiency. • Full grip deck pad, comfortable 
bungee carrying strap, tail paddle holder and fitness rings on the deck to use fitness 
straps for pilates and other core workouts. • Dashama’s Be the Change SUP Yoga 
tour continues in 2016, including more countries hosting SUP Yoga retreats, classes 
and events, a rapidly expanding ambassador team, new videos and media content 
to share on and off line. • Available in Deluxe Technology.

length: 304.8 cm  - width: 88.9 cm  - volume: 300 l  - weight:  11.68 kg - max. cap:  115 
kg - level:  performance - material: dropstitch - thickness: 6” – different sizes 
available: 11’2”x40” yoga 40/ 11’2”x32” yoga cross over

HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM

Hybrid Inf latable
GLASS 

™

US Patent 8273427

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM
HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM
https://halagear.com
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STAND UP PADDLING
BOARDS FISHING
BOARDS THAT HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED WITH THE NEEDS AND REQUIREMENT TO GO FISHING. THOSE BOARDS 
ARE MORE STABLE, AND THICKER, AND THEY COME WITH SPECIAL EQUIPEMENT, TO FIT A COOLER, AND ALL 
SPORTS OF ACCESSORIES

NRS - herON SUP
Dual 7” diameter side chambers act like outriggers to make the Heron an 
incredibly stable platform for fishing. Move around the board with ease to 
make pinpoint presentations or to land hard-fighting fish. We also give you 
three accessory mounts, bungee deck rigging up front, and infinitely adjustable 
rigging on the back for securing your cooler, tackle bag or milk crate. Inflates 
up to a rock-hard 20 psi for performance that rivals a hard board, then folds 
up compactly when deflated for easy transport and storage. Removable, 
interchangeable fins let you customize your setup and the ABS plastic fins 
absorb impacts without breaking. All NRS SUP boards are backed by a three-
year warranty. 

length: 11’0 – width: 40’’ - volume: 326 ltr - weight: 30 lbs – thickness: 6’’ 
paddler weight range: < 300 lbs - level: entry level material: pvc drop-stitch

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

FOR

NRS - OSPrey SUP
The Osprey gives anglers a fishing platform with all the accessories they need 
to be effective on the water. It’s stable side to side and front to back so you 
can confidently move around the board to make accurate casts and land fish. 
We also give you three accessory mounts, bungee deck riggingup front, and 
infinitely adjustable rigging on the back for securing your cooler, tackle bag or 
milk crate. Inflates up to a rock-hard 20 psi for performance that rivals a hard 
board, then folds up compactly when deflated for easy transport and storage. 
Removable, interchangeable fins let you customize your setup and the ABS 
plastic fins absorb impacts without breaking. All NRS SUP boards are backed 
by a three-year warranty.

length: 11’0 – width: 34’’ - volume: 364 ltr - weight: 31 lbs – thickness: 6’’ 
paddler weight range: < 275 lbs - level: entry level material: pvc drop-stitch

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

FOR

HALA GEAR SUP - hALA fAMe
The Fame is a big platform for fishing, whitewater, hauling people or gear, and 
is perfect for adaptive paddling. Hala’s smaller “big rig” board, the Fame is your 
answer for ultimate stability and portability. It has 15 reinforced rigging points 
and two handles on the sides for an extra rider to grab. 

length: 11’3 – width: 37’’ - volume: 388 ltr - weight: 36 lbs – thickness: 6’’ 
paddler weight range: < 500 lbs - level: performance material: burly dropstit-
ch and pvc stringer

HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM

INDIANA SUP - INDIANA fISher SUP 11’6
Indiana Fisher SUP 11’6 Fast and stable fishing inflatable board. Once anchored 
and pulled out the two outriggers it becomes a real fishing platform. Thanks 
to the double layer construction it is very robust and stiff. With comfortable 
crocodile skin EVA pad. Construction: Dropstitch, PVC double layer Baggage 
holding: Adjustable elastic with clip on nose and tail. Many d rings along the 
edge. Carrying system: 1 handle.

length: 11’6 - width: 33’’ - volume: 274 liters - weight: 12 kg - paddler weight range: 
max. 120 kg - level: performance - material: dropstitch, pvc - thickness: 4.75’’  

HTTP://WWW.iNDiANA-SUP.CH

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM
HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM
HTTP://WWW.HALAGEAR.COM
HTTP://www.indiana-sup.ch
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STAND UP PADDLING
BOARDS SPECIAL

HANGzHOU KUDO OUTDOORS INC.  
Why NOT KNee bOArD
Why Not Kneeboard is one of the classic & popular kneeboarding products on 
the global market. Better craftsmanship and a better soft mat make the Why 
Not stand out. Weighing only 5.5kg, it’s convenient and easy to carry for most 
people. Universal sizing ranges from kids to adults. The durable, thick mat 
provides soft and safe protection during fierece kneeboarding while molded 
fins help track on the water. A wide strap makes sure you stay comfortable and 
excited about knee boarding even after long use. 

length: 125 cm - width: 50 cm – thickness: 10 cm- weight: 5.5 kg - paddler weight 
range: 40- 110 kg - max. cap.: 120 kg - level: perfomance material: lldpe + pu foam 

HTTP://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

FOR

RIBER - 550
Using a Stand Up Paddle board is exciting alone but that excitement is 
multiplied the moment you include friends & family. At 18’ long and 80” wide this 
SUP has enough space to fit up to ten riders. The Riber 550 is great for large 
groups of friends, hire centers, team building activities and even schools. Ideal 
for use in the sea, slow moving rivers and even on flat water such as lakes. 
The low weight of the 550 means that it is really easy to transport as well as 
carry, so getting to the water is never a problem. The Riber 550 is equipped with 
eleven comfortable handles, which can be used both for carrying, and holding 
on while riding. Includes 4 paddles, a pump and a storage bag.

length: 18’ | 550 cm width: 207 cm weight: 30 kg max capacity: 600 kg level: high 
end material: laminated pvc

HTTP://WWW.RiBERPRODUCTS.COM

FOR

WILD SUP - GrIZZLy
The Wild Grizzly is our biggest board. This sup is for those who have at least 
6-8 friends and want to have a lot of fun. Feel what it is all about and have and 
amazing time together when you are surfing on waves, or playing on lakes or 
gentle rivers. The Wild Grizzly is perfect for team building or parties. Comes 
with SUP, bag, double action pump, and repair kit. 

-length: 513 cm – width: 155 cm - thickness: 20 cm material: pvc dropstitch

HTTP://WWW.WiLDSUP.COM

FOR

LIQUIDLOGIC - verSA bOArD
The Versa Board is the first stand up paddleboard of its kind: a paddleboard 
with complete hybrid paddling capabilities. It functions superbly as a SUP 
(stand up paddleboard) and fluidly as a SOT (sit on top) kayak. Sport options 
range from a hardcore angler’s favorite fishing vessel, to a play machine and 
diving platform for the whole human and canine family, to a tread mill for core 
training. With a spring loaded skeg system controlled with a simple lever, the 
Versa Board flips from agile turner in tight areas to a true tracking craft.

-length: 12’3 | 373 cm – width: 33” | 84 cm –weight: 58 lbs | 26 kg –paddler 
weight: 300 lbs | 136 kg

HTTP://WWW.LiQUiDLOGiCKAYAKS.COM

FOR

HTTP://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM
http://WWW.RIBERPRODUCTS.COM
HTTP://WWW.WILDSUP.COM
HTTP://WWW.LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.COM
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RED PADDLE CO - DrAGON 22’
Introducing the new 22ft Red Dragon. Designed for team racing, it’s taking the 
sport to the next level. This is the world’s first inflatable four-person race board, 
and with the power of eight arms driving paddles through the water, it can reach 
incredible speeds. The Dragon retains the same features as most of the Race 
family, including a profiled nose, slim body, and high sides, making it rise out 
of the water and slice through the waves. 

length: 22’ width: 34“ | 863 mm thickness: 8’’ | 200 mm Volume: 340 litres max 
caPacity: 4 riders leVel: Performance material: msl droPstitch

HTTP://WWW.REDPADDLECO.COM

FOR

AquADESIgN - WiNDSUP iBriD
Aquadesign is pleased to introduce the WindSUP IBRID: Two different sports 
with the same inflatable board. Use as a Stand Up Paddle board for strolling 
and glide sessions or as a Windsurf when the wind blows ! Its shape and double 
layer high-tech construction make the IBRID the perfect board for families 
and club looking for strength and versitality. The WindSUP has a removable 
central fin so you can choose to use and charge or remove it and drift. Use 
with or without a sail...it’s your choice, what will you do today ? Features : 
PVC dropstitch 1100 DTEX - Max. pressure 18 PSI (1,03 Bar), dropstitch 4’’ 
(10 cm), anti-slip EVA foam, 2 handles, inflation and deflation valve, 3 ns (2+1 
removable), «D» ring for the leash. All SUPs are delivered with a hand pump 
with nanometer, a PVC repair kit and a carrybag.

HTTP://WWW.AqUADESIgN.EU

FOR

AquADESIgN - mEGACrAFT 15’1
The ideal SUP to to have fun with friends or family. The MEGACRAFT 
15’1 is designed to carry 4 to 6 persons. The little brother of the 17’1, the 
MEGACRAFT is very manoeuvrable, and thanks to its more compact size has 
excellent comportment and good stability while surfing waves. Features: PVC 
dropstitch 1100 DTEX - max. pressure 18 PSI (1,03 Bar), dropstitch 4’’ (10 
cm), anti-slip EVA foam. The MEGACRAFT is equipped with 2 valves to allow 
for quicker inflation and deflation, 14 handles, a net to carry equipment, 3 US 
n boxes and 2 D rings for towing. 

HTTP://WWW.AqUADESIgN.EU

FOR

SUP  I SPECIAL

FATYAK  
HONOÖ
The Hönö is Fatyak’s™ multipurpose bodyboard! You can body board and 
knee board in the waves, jump on and have fun and its great in the snow. It’s 
not just for kids either! Adults can have loads of fun messing around on the 
slopes and in the waves. It is available in a range of funky colours and made 
in tough polyethylene with superb quality grab bars and paddle leash. Unlike 
other boards, this one will last and withstand the waves, sand and snow. How 
much fun can you handle? Buy one now and find out!

length:  1200 mm - width: 590 mm - height: 100 mm - weight: 4 kg max. caP.: 60 kg  

HTTP://WWW.FATYAK-KAYAKS.CO.UK.COM

RIBER  
PECFiN BODy BOArDÖ
We’re incredibly excited to announce our bodyboard with ‘Pecfin’ technology. 
‘Pecfins’ are a new patent pending technology that take inspiration from 
penguins. As you rock from side to side while paddling/kicking the ‘Pecfins’ 
will deploy, propelling you forwards. This bodyboard includes the same quality 
printed graphics, an EPS core and soft XPE deck as our standard bodyboard. 
Designed for use in shallow waters and for riding the crest, face, and curls of a 
wave towards the shore. Bodyboarding is an easy sport to get into, is lots of fun 
and is suitable for anyone regardless of their skill level, age or physical fitness. 

length: 106 cm  width: 54 cm max. caPacity: 80 kg leVel: entry leVel material: 
ePs & hdPe  

HTTP://WWW.RIBERPRODUCTS.COM

FOR

HTTP://WWW.REDPADDLECO.COM
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
HTTP://WWW.RIBERPRODUCTS.COM
HTTP://WWW.FATYAK-KAYAKS.CO.UK.COM
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STAND UP PADDLING
BOARDS KIDS
BOARDS SPECIFICALLY TAILORED FOR KIDS AND SMALL/LIGHT PEOPLE.

XIAMEN HUILIYUAN IMP & EXP CO., LTD 
SeAfLO KIDS PADDLe bOArD
This highly functional stand up board is specially designed for all ages and 
weights up to 125 lbs. Equipped with a molded front handle, two side handles 
and an anti-slip textured surface, the board is easy to use and carry. When 
you’re not on the water, the removable fin folds into bottom of the board for 
safe storage.

length: 242 cm - width: 76cm - height: 16 cm - weight: 11kg / 24 lbs - paddler 
weight range: < 60 kg max. cap.: 60 kg - level: entry level material: high density 
polyethylene

HTTP://WWW.SEAFLOWATERSPORTS.COM

FOR

STARBOARD - 10’6”X24” ALL STAr JUNIOr
Specially tested and developed in proportions for the youth. • Aimed for 
kids up to 55kg who don’t yet have the power to paddle a 12’6” board up 
to hull speed. • A light and fast high-performance race board, dimensioned 
to get the best speed for kids’ strength and to ride in all conditions 
without being overwhelmed by the power of wind and ocean. • Available 
in Hybrid Carbon Technology. Bottom shape: “Single Concave” • Single 
concave bottom shape giving lift for light riders to have quick acceleration. 
 
length: 320.04 cm  - width: 60.96  cm  - volume: 150 l  - weight:  8.55 kg - max. cap:  
55 kg - level: entry level - material: hybrid carbon - thickness: 5.6” 

HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM 

AQUADESIGN - KID 8’
Light and handy, the inflatable structure will enable kids to practice safely. 
Easy to carry and inflate, with 3 fins, your children will enjoy ballades and 
water games on sea, lake or rivers. 
 
length: 8’ - width: 30’’ - volume: 155 l - weight: 9 kg - material: pvc dropstitch 
board - thickness: 4’’   

HTTP:// WWW.AQUADESiGN.EU

BIC SUP - DUrA TeC KIDS 8’4

The new DURATEC 8’4 Kids is a perfect all purpose board for kids. Its 
longboard shape gives it a great maneuverability as well as good glide. 
The DURATEC technology provides a high level of durability with the true 
boardsport feel and performance of higher priced, and much more fragile, 
epoxy boards. Suitable for a wide range of users in both flatwater and small 
wave conditions, DURA-TEC boards are perfect for rental programs, schools, 
and anyone looking for maximum durability with true SUP performance.

length:8’4’’ / 254cm - width: 23.25’’ / 59cm - thick: 3.20’’ / 8.2cm - weight: 21lbs 
/ 9.5kg - volume: 72l

HTTP://WWW.BiCSUP.COM

HTTP://WWW.SEAFLOWATERSPORTS.COM
HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM
HTTP://www.aquadesign.eu
HTTP://WWW.BICSUP.COM
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STAND UP PADDLING
APPAREL

NRS
ION
The Ion’s six-panel design uses ultra-soft foam for a 
flexible fit that wraps effortlessly around your torso. 
Padded shoulder straps, a soft interior lining and 
fleece-lined hand-warmer pouch makes these jackets 
as cozy as they are comfortable.  Our Cool Flow 
System (CFS) back panel adds welcome ventilation 
on warm days, and the roomy front pocket gives you 
plenty of room for snacks and supplies. US Coast 
Guard and CE ISO approved.

sizes: xs/m, l/xl, xxl

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

FOR

LEVEL SIX
TrIDeNT SUP SUIT
Designed for the freedom of motion, warmth, and 
flexibility needed for cold water SUPing, the new 
Trident SUP Suit from Level Six keeps you on your 
board no matter the weather. Crafted with our new 
eXhaust 3.0-S Ultra Breathable 4-WAY Stretch 
Fabric, a highly adjustable waist cinch system, a 1mm 
Neoprene adjustable collar, and British Latex wrist 
and ankle gaskets. The Trident offers all of the warmth 
and protection you need without compromising your 
range of motion.

material: exhaust, neoprene 

HTTP://WWW.LEVELSiX.COM

LEVEL SIX
SOMbrIO SUP JACKeT
The Sombrio SUP Jacket redefines comfort and 
warmth. The Sombrio feels as comfortable as a 
cotton shirt next to your skin but has the warmth and 
protection of a neoprene wetsuit. The Sombrio SUP 
Jacket can be worn as a thermal jacket while on your 
SUP, or as an après paddling jacket when you are 
back at the beach warming up or relaxing.

sizes: xs, s, m, l, xl 

HTTP://WWW.LEVELSiX.COM

FOR FOR

STANDOUT
rACe Dry SUIT
StandOut’s Race Dry Suit is designed for stand up 
paddlers who take speed on the water seriously. 
Weighing less than 1 kg, the Race Suit won’t weigh 
you down. Made out of a very light, waterproof 
material with a breathability of 24.000 g/sqm/24 hrs 
(EN31092). A slim cut, dry T ZIP® zipper, very soft 
neoprene cuffs and welded seams make the Race 
easy to put on and guarantee great performance on 
the water. 

HTTP://WWW.STANDOUT.Si

PEAK UK 
MArAThON rACer
Articulated cut with bent elbows. Fully taped seams. 
Super breathable and durable light weight X2.5 
nylon with 20m waterproofing. Half zip opening neck. 
Aquaout outer wrist seals. Drop tail, high front cut with 
elasticated drawcord waist. Great on and off the water. 

sizes: xs-xl colours: blue/lime, lime/blue 

HTTP://WWW.PEAKUK.COM

FOR

STARBOARD 
ALL STAr SUP SUIT 
Made from a breathable and waterproof fabric with 
latex seals on the wrists and ankle cuffs and fully 
waterproof front zip with a soft neoprene neck seal. 
The anatomical panel layout reduced stress points 
allowing full vertical stretch along the back and 
horizontal stretch on the torso side panels with a much 
slimmer fit for 100% paddling performance. The Men’s 
All Star SUP Suit is designed with the racer in mind. 
SUPing in the cold will never be the same. 

material: outer shell 85% pa, 15% ea, membrane 100% 
pu; inner 100% pes. - 195gsm.

HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM

http://WWW.NRS.COM
http://WWW.LEVELSIX.COM
http://WWW.LEVELSIX.COM
http://WWW.STANDOUT.SI
HTTP://WWW.PEAKUK.COM
HTTP://WWW.STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM
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STAND UP PADDLING
PADDLES

HIGH-END LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION AND ADVANCED 
TECHNOLOGY CREATE A HIGH PERFORMANCE PADDLE.
PERFORMANCE PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY AND SHAPE, 
PERFORMANCE PADDLES SUIT THE ADVANCED KAYAKER.
ENTRY LEVEL MADE IN A VARIETY OF SHAPES, ANGLES, AND 
SIZES, WITH PRICING ACCESSIBLE TO ALL PADDLERS.

AQUA BOUND 
MALTA fIberGLASS
With designs that won stand-up paddling enthusiasts over, the 
performance of the new Malta Fiberglass will win everyone 
over. Available in 1 piece and 2 piece models , this new SUP 
paddle has a 100% carbon shaft, grip, and ferrule making it 
lighter in weight than comparable models. These features, 
paired with a compression-molded fiberglass blade deliver the 
smoothest forward stroke possible along with ultra-lightweight 
performance.

length: 70“-86“ (in 2“ increments)  width: - volume: -weight: 18.5 
oz (1 pc) 20 oz (2 pc) - level: high end material: compression 
molded fiberglass

HTTP://WWW.AQUABOUND.COM

hIGh eND

FOR

AQUA BOUND 
MALTA CArbON
The Malta Carbon has a forward stroke so smooth you will 
want paddle to the Mediterranean. With a compression-
molded carbon blade, 100% carbon shaft, ferrule, and grip, 
stand-up paddlers will be able to feel an immediate difference. 
Lighter in weight than comparable models, the Malta Carbon 
will deliver an unforgettable ultra-lightweight performance.

length: 70“-86“ (in 2“ increments)  width: - volume: -weight: 16.5 
oz (1 pc) 18 oz (2 pc) - blade size: 87 sq in. - level: high end ma-
terial: compression molded carbon 

HTTP://WWW.AQUABOUND.COM

hIGh eND

FOR

HANGzHOU KUDO OUTDOORS 
INC.  
CArbON SUP PADDLe 3000158
The 3000158 is an ultra light carbon fiber SUP paddle with a 
quick and easy adjustment system that allows convenient use 
for different height users. Strong, yet lightweight, the blade 
is designed for primarily performance use. Full black carbon 
with simple & durable printings make sure this paddle looks 
as good as it paddles. 

length: 170-210 cm  width: - volume: -weight: 420 grams - blade 
size: 48 cm x 18 cm level: high end material: 100 % 3k carbon 

HTTP://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

hIGh eND

FOR

HANGzHOU KUDO OUTDOORS 
INC.  
SUP PADDLe PC 3000153
The SUP paddle PC is designed for having fun.  Highly 
customizable, the SUP Paddle PC features an adjustible 
fiberglass or aluminium shaft available in custom colors, and 
an anti-crash Transparent PC blade available in blue, orange, 
clear, and green, as well as black nylon. The easy to operate 
shaft length adjustment system ranges from 170-210 cm and 
closes securely to minimize shaft shaking, making this blade 
easy and fun to paddle. 

length: 170-210 cm  width: - volume: -weight: 980 grams - blade 
size: 43 cm x 18.5 cm level: high end material: pc, fiberglass 

HTTP://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

hIGh eND

FOR

SPREETz 
PADDLe reD
The Paddle Red from Spreetz is a 3 piece collapsible paddle 
made from fibber glass and carbon. Spreetz is inspired by the 
60’s and 70’s, the era of freedom of mind. Our products were 
born from this desire to explore without boundaries. Back 
to the roots of the ride spirit through our design, we haven’t 
compromised on the technics and quality which are the core 
of our Swiss values. 

length: 165-210 cm – blade size:  200 x 532 mm  level: high end 
material: fiberglass, carbon fiber

HTTP://WWW.SPREETZ.NET

hIGh eND

FOR

KING PADDLE 
SUP PADDLe
The SUP Paddle from King Paddle is a super light, versatile, 
adjustable 3 piece paddle. Available with an oval or triangular 
shaft, and offering T or Palm shaped grips, the SUP paddle 
can be used for racing, surf, or leisure. 

length: 225 cm – blade size:  96 in2 –weight: 470 g level: high 
end material: carbon fiber

HTTP://WWW.KiNGPADDLE.COM

hIGh eND

FOR

http://WWW.AQUABOUND.COM
http://WWW.AQUABOUND.COM
http://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM
http://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM
http://WWW.SPREETZ.NET
http://WWW.KINGPADDLE.COM
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TAHE OUTDOORS 
rObSON SUP WOODSTOCK
Light & durable with a 7.5° angle, The SUP Woodstock from 
Robson excels with high cadence paddlers. A foam core & 
FlowTech construction make the blade buoyant in the water 
& forgiving on the joints. This paddle has SUP-Clip shaft lock 
option.

length: 170-220 cm  blade size: 50 x 22 cm | 694 cm2  weight: 780 
g  level: performance material: fiberglass shaft, flowtech 
blades with foam core

HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

PerfOrMANCe

TAHE OUTDOORS 
rObSON SUP ChLOrOPhyLL
The Robson SUP Chlorophyll is a well balanced mid sized 
blade with zero degree angle that is at its best in river races. 
A foam core and Flow-Tech construction blade is buoyant in 
the water and forgiving on the joints. This paddle has SUP-
Clip shaft lock option.

length: 170-220 cm  blade size: 51 x 21 cm | 694 cm2  weight: 860 
g  level: performance material: fiberglass shaft, flowtech 
blades with foam core

HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

PerfOrMANCe

SELECT PADDLES 
OCeAN PrO
Developed by Eric Terrien, the OCEAN PRO SUP paddle 
was designed to combine comfort, control and performance 
in the ocean environment. The OCEAN PRO is flawlessly 
efficient in raw water conditions, with a huge potential for 
accelerating in the bumps in downwind conditions, optimal 
control in crosswinds and choppy water ; it is very comfortable 
to face headwinds. Thanks to all its qualities, the OCEAN 
PRO is also remarkable in technical races, facilitating the 
acceleration at the buoys, the wave handing and the passage 
of foams as well as the control of the board in chops created 
by the competitors. The OCEAN PRO is fitted with an oval 
shaft enabling easier tack changing moves. Available as a 
one piece or adjustible. 

-sizes: xs: 46.5 x 17.5 cm, s: 48.5 x 17.7 cm m: 50.8 x 18.8 cm level: 
high end - material: carbon 

HTTP://WWW.SELECT-PADDLES.COM

hIGh eND SELECT PADDLES 
fUSION PrO
Made fully from carbon, the Fusion Pro Sup is a very light 
and reactive paddle. The V shape section offer an excellent 
stability for a better stroke comfort. The best choice for 
experienced paddlers. Available as a one piece or adjustable.

 

-sizes: s: 41.5 x 18.2 cm, m: 43 x 18.3 cm level: high end - mate-
rial: carbon 

HTTP://WWW.SELECT-PADDLES.COM

hIGh eND

SESSION 
fUSION PrO
Specially engineered to increase efficiency and reduce 
fatigue, the session SUP Paddle is light and thin. Buit in 
fiberglass, the V shape section offers excellent stability for 
a very comfortable paddle swipe through the water. The 
Session Sup is versatile paddle that excelles whether you 
are on the water for fitness, touring, or surf. Available as a 
one piece, a three piece, or adjustable. 

-sizes: s: 41.5 x 18.2 cm level: high end - material: blade: fiber-
glass carbon  shaft: fiberglass carbon

HTTP://WWW.SELECT-PADDLES.COM

hIGh eND AINSWORTH 
CArbON SUP
This SUP paddle features our tear shape blade face with a 
medium sized area. The blade dihedral on the power face 
gives a smooth balance stroke. New pre-preg technology 
makes it lightweight while maintaining toughness - suitable for 
touring, racing, surfing and running whitewater. Available with 
a carbon shaft in 1, 2 & 3 piece options with adjustable length. 

length: 72-84 inches – weight: 720-800g (option dependent) - 
level: high end - blade size: 85 square inch - material: carbon 
pre-preg  

HTTP://WWW.AiNSWORTHPADDLES.CO.UK  

hIGh eND

AQUADESIGN 
eNDUrACe SUP PADDLe
The new ENDURANCE carbon sup paddle combines 
flexibility and power with incredible lightness. Comes as an 
adjustable, take-apart into 2 or 3 piece options. Adjustable 
length from 170 to 220 cm.

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESiGN.EU

hIGh eND

AINSWORTH 
AfT SUP
This SUP paddle features our tear shape blade face with 
a medium sized area. This paddle is for the intermediate 
to experienced SUP’er and suitable for touring, racing, 
surfing and running whitewater. These are an AFT blade, 
which is a unique polyurethane foam construction unique 
to Ainsworth Paddles. They are tough, light and buoyant 
offering superb durability and performance. Available in 1, 2 
& 3 piece options with a carbon shaft and adjustable length. 

 
length: 72-84 inches - weight: 1000g (option dependent) - 
level: performance - blade size: 85 square inch - material: 
polyurethane   

HTTP://WWW.AiNSWORTHPADDLES.CO.UK 

PerfOrMANCe

SUP  I PADDLES

http://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
http://WWW.SELECT-PADDLES.COM
http://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
http://WWW.SELECT-PADDLES.COM
http://WWW.SELECT-PADDLES.COM
HTTP://www.ainsworthpaddles
HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU
HTTP://www.ainsworthpaddles
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SUP  I PADDLES

HORNET WATERSPORTS 
f2 hIbISCUS SUP PADDLe
The Hornet Watersports F2 Hibiscus SUP Paddle comes in 
three versions: 1 Piece shaft, 2 piece adjustable and 3 piece 
adjustable. All of our graphic designs are printed directly on 
the carbon fiber so you don’t have to sacrifice quality for 
design.

length: up to 215 cm width: - volume: - weight: 510 g - level: 
perfomance material: carbon fiber blade size: 542 cm2 

HTTP://WWW.HORNETWATERSPORTS.COM

PerfOrMANCe

99 NOVE NOVE 
3-PCS CArbON 170-220
The 99 NOVE NOVE three-piece 100% carbon paddle is 
designed to guarantee maxium performance in a 3 piece 
transportable all-round design. High quality, a small footprint, 
versatility and performance are all built into lightness and 
technology. The three-piece model is easy to transport and 
take with you, guareenting quality performance anywhere 
you go. 

length: 170-220 cm  weight: 770 g  level: performance material: 
carbon size disassembled: 95 cm blade size: 8’’/ 70 in2 

HTTP://WWW.i-99.iT

PerfOrMANCe

HANGzHOU zIjIE SPORTS OARS CO., LTD 
KIDS SUP PADDLe
Designed to be affordable, lightweight and strong, the Kids 
SUP Paddle is a good choice for both kids and female 
paddlers. The Kids SUP Paddle blade follows in the ZJ Paddle 
tradition of Hand Layup Blades. Made with fiber and epoxy 
resin, one step forming, with PMI foam inside shaped by CNC 
machine, and a spine on the front blade side as reinforcement, 
this paddle is tough and looks good. The graphic designs are 
printed directly on the raw material, eliminating the need for 
stickers, paint finish or clear coating. A skinny carbon shaft 
OD in 26cm with an adjustable length range from 152-200cm 
ensures your kid won’t outgrow this blade. 

length: 152-200cm - width: - volume: - weight: 580g – blade size: 
18.5cm x 43.5cm  - material: carbon fiber, fiberglass - level: 
kids / performance 

HTTP://WWW.ZJPADDLE.COM
FOR

PerfOrMANCe

NRS 
QUeST 3-PIeCe SUP PADDLe
With a lightweight, responsive fiberglass shaft and durable 
glass-reinforced ABS plastic blade, the NRS Quest SUP 
Paddle gives you unsurpassed performance for the price. 
Teardrop blade shape efficiently translates your power to the 
water and its midsize reduces torque on our body for less 
paddling fatigue. The Easy Clip™ adjustable ferrule lets you 
precisely adjust the paddle length anywhere within its size 
range. 

length: 68-86’’ adjustible weight: - blade size: 8.5’’w x 18“ l level: 
entry level material: shaft: fiberglass blade: abs

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

eNTry LeveL

FOR

TAHE OUTDOORS 
eGALIS SWAN rACe ALU
The Swan Race is unsinkable with an effective blade shape 
that is a joy to paddle with now matter how you enjoy your 
time on the water. The Swan Race paddle is ideal for touring 
at sea or in calm waters, but also for your surf sessions. 

length: 160-220 cm – blade size: 95 x 531 mm, curved : 2.7º 
weight: 820g material: 30 mm reinforced aluminum shaft, fi-
brylon blades. 

HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

FOR

eNTry LeveL

PROFIPLAST 
LAUT
Profiplast’s LAUT SUP paddle has been designed to meet 
the functional requirements as well as the high aesthetic 
demands of contemporary customers. Its high utility value 
is ensured by mechanical properties of the materials used. 
The paddle’s blade is made of tough polypropylene for 
excellent strength and low weight. The shaft is made of 
highly solid duraluminium. Volumetric dye penetration, high 
gloss, selected color and modern shapes deliver exceptional 
appearance of the paddle.

length: 170cm-220 cm (adjustible)- width: - volume: - weight: 1010g 
– blade size: 640 cm2 - material: polypropylene - level: entry level 

HTTP://WWW.PROFiPLAST.COM

eNTry LeveLAINSWORTH PADDLES 
AbS SUP
A tough high impact ABS blade with a one-piece PVC coated 
alloy shaft with `T grip. Suitable for entry level or adventure 
centres where durability is paramount.

- length: 72-84 in - blade size: 85 in2 - weight: 750g –material: high 
impact abs – level: entry 

HTTP://WWW.AiNSWORTHPADDLES.CO.UK

eNTry LeveL

FOR

SCROPREGA 
ADJ SUP PADDLe
SCROPREGA’s Adjustable SUP Paddle features a new 
design with a lighter and sharper blade for higher performance 
and a fast lever-lock double lock system for more stability. 
The Adjustible SUP Paddle floats, so need to worry about 
dropping it. Designed for easy packing and carrying, the 
adjustible shaft is collapsible into 3 parts. This means it can 
easily transform in a kid paddle by removing the central 
section.  A 10° blade inclination makes for a faster and more 
efficient paddling experience. 

length: 175-215 cm - width: - volume: - weight: 890 g- 980 g- paddler 
weight range: - max. cap.: - blade size: 40x20 cm level: entry level 
material: shaft: alu, fiberglass, or carbon. blade: nylon  

HTTP://WWW.SCROPREGA.iT

eNTry LeveL

FOR

http://WWW.HORNETWATERSPORTS.COM
http://WWW.I-99.IT
http://WWW.ZJPADDLE.COM
http://WWW.NRS.COM
http://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
http://WWW.PROFIPLAST.COM
http://WWW.AINSWORTHPADDLES.CO.UK
http://WWW.SCROPREGA.IT


R O C K E R  H E L M E T

Paddler:  Evan Garcia
Photo: Tait Trautman

Find out more at www.sweetprotection.com

High performance for the roughest conditions

http://www.sweetprotection.com
https://sweetprotection.com
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Stand up
THE INTERNATIONAL STAND UP PADDLING MAGAZINE

SUPWORLDMAG.COM  I  FACEBOOK/SUPWORLDMAG  I  #SUPWORLDMAG

Paddle World

CRUISING
RACING
FITNESS
WHITEWATER
FAMILY
DESTINATIONS
GEAR REVIEWS
TECHNICS
RIVER
LAKE
OCEAN

http://www.supworldmag.com
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THE INTERNATIONAL STAND UP PADDLING MAGAZINE

http://www.supworldmag.com



